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Ágrip
Brjóstakrabbamein (BK) er algengasta dánarorsök vegna krabbameins meðal kvenna og annað
algengasta krabbamein í heiminum. Áætlað er að um 5-10% BK tilfella séu ættgeng með sterk áhrif
erfðaþátta. Þó tekist hafi að útskýra stóran hluta slíkra tilfella með stökkbreytingum í BK genum líkt og
BRCA1 og BRCA2 er rúmlega helmingur BK fjölskyldna ekki skýrður af þekktum erfðaþáttum. Í þessu
verkefni voru gögn úr háhraðaraðgreiningu á öllu erfðamengi (e. WGS: Whole Genome Sequencing)
þrettán einstaklinga úr fjórum íslenskum BK fjölskyldum skoðuð með það markmið að bera kennsl á
stökkbreytingar sem auka hættu á BK. Í verkefninu voru tvær aðferðir notaðar. Í fyrri hluta verkefnisins
voru gögn úr einni fjölskyldu greind og var markmiðið að finna stökkbreytingu sem bæri með sér mikla
áhættuaukningu og gæti skýrt háa tíðni BK í fjölskyldunni. Í seinni hluta verkefnisins var
háhraðaraðgreiningargögnum úr þremur fjölskyldum til viðbótar bætt við. Þessar þrjár fjölskyldur höfðu
áður verið rannsakaðar án þess að niðurstöður bentu til þess að í þeim fyndust stökkbreytingar
tengdar mikilli áhættuaukningu. Af þeim sökum var markmið seinni hluta verkefnisins að finna
stökkbreytingar sem hver fyrir sig bera með sér meðal áhættuaukningu á BK, en samanlögð áhrif
stökkbreytinganna gætu valdið þeirri miklu áhættuaukningu sem sjá má í fjölskyldunum.
®

Við úrvinnslu gagnanna var notast við forritið Ingenuity Variant Analysis

TM

(IVA) þar sem gögnin

voru síuð með tilliti til gæða raðgreiningarinnar, tíðni breytinga, hversu skaðlegar þær voru taldar,
hvernig þær erfðust og líffræðilegs samhengis. Í fyrri hluta verkefnisins voru teknar fyrir breytingar sem
spáð var að leiddu til taps á virkni gens eða hefðu eyðileggjandi áhrif á bindingu miRNA sameindar við
gen og breyttu þannig tjáningu þess. Tuttugu og fjórar slíkar breytingar fundust og eftir
staðfestingarferli og frekara mat á breytingunum var ákveðið að skima fyrir fimm þeirra í hópi óvalinna
BK sjúklinga og í viðmiðunarhópi. Engin breytinganna reyndist vera í marktækt hærri tíðni í hópi
óvalinna BK sjúklinga. Þrátt fyrir það er ekki hægt að útiloka að ein þeirra, TRMT44 c.19282_1929delAGAG, sé tengd áhættuaukningu á BK. Í seinni hluta verkefnisins voru teknar fyrir
breytingar í próteinkóðandi svæðum (útröðum) DNA-viðgerðargena sem metnar voru skaðlegar af
spáforritum sem meta líkleg áhrif stökkbreytinga á próteinafurð. Skimað var fyrir 13 slíkum breytingum
í hópi óvalinna BK sjúklinga. Breytingarnar voru allar með þekkta tíðni milli 1-5% í AGES-Reykjavík
sýnahópi Hjartaverndar. Niðurstöður skimunarinnar bentu ekki til þess að nein breytinganna væri í
marktækt hærri tíðni í hópi BK sjúklinga en í viðmiðunarhópi.
Út frá niðurstöðunum má álykta að há tíðni BK í fjölskyldunni sem skoðuð var í fyrri hluta
verkefnisins skýrist trúlega ekki af stakri stökkbreytingu sem ber með sér mikla áhættuaukningu.
Líklegra er að um fjölgena erfðir sé að ræða, þar sem sameiginleg áhrif tveggja eða fleiri breytinga
leiða til mikillar áhættuaukningar. TRMT44 c.1928-2_1929delAGAG gæti verið ein slík breyting. Enn
fremur má álykta að þær skorður sem settar voru seinni hluta verkefnisins með því að nýta
tíðniupplýsingar frá Hjartavernd (sem aðeins eru til staðar fyrir þekktar einsbasabreytingar í útröðum
gena) og spáforrit sem meta aðeins áhrif skiptibreytinga (e. missense variants) hafi mögulega komið í
veg fyrir að borin væru kennsl á áhættuaukandi breytingar. Næstu skref fela í sér skoðun á
áhugaverðum breytingum sem ekki eru til tíðniupplýsingar fyrir hjá Hjartavernd eða eru ekki metnar af
spáforritunum.
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Abstract
Breast cancer (BC) is the leading cause of cancer deaths in women and the second most common
cancer in the world. An estimated 5-10% of BC has an autosomal dominant inheritance pattern and is
considered hereditary BC (HBC). Although a considerable proportion of HBC families can be
explained by mutations in BC susceptibility genes such as BRCA1 and BRCA2, over half of HBC
remains unexplained. In this project, WGS (Whole Genome Sequencing) data from four Icelandic HBC
families were analyzed with the aim of identifying mutations which confer an increased risk of BC. Two
different approaches were applied. In the first part of the project, WGS data from one family were
analyzed with the aim of identifying a high-risk mutation explaining the BC clustering within the family.
In the second part of the project, WGS data from three additional families were added to the analysis.
These three families had been analyzed in previous studies without preliminary data revealing
evidence of a high-risk mutation, and therefore the aim was to identify moderate-risk variants that
contribute to the increase in BC risk in the families in a polygenic fashion.
®

Initial analysis of the WGS data was performed using Ingenuity Variant Analysis

TM

(IVA), in which

identified variants were filtered according to quality, frequency, predicted deleteriousness, mode of
inheritance and biological context. In each part of the project, the filtering process in IVA was adjusted
according to the aim. In the first part of the project, the focus was on identifying variants predicted to
cause loss-of-function (LOF) of a gene or to disrupt the binding of a miRNA to the 3’ UTR of a gene
and thereby altering its expression. Twenty-four such variants were identified and following a
validation process and further assessment of the variants, five were screened for in a series of
unselected BC cases and controls. This revealed that none of the variants confer a significantly
increased risk of BC, although it cannot be ruled out that one of them, TRMT44 c.19282_1929delAGAG, is a very rare moderate-risk variant. In the second part of the project, variants
located in the coding regions of DNA repair genes, predicted deleterious by online function-prediction
tools, were the focus of the study. This analysis resulted in thirteen variants, with control frequencies
between 1-5% in the Icelandic Heart Association’s (IHA) AGES-Reykjavik cohort, being screened for
in a group of BC cases. The frequencies of the variants were compared to their control frequencies
from AGES-Reykjavik, revealing that none of them are likely to increase the risk of BC.
From the results of the first part of this project, it can be concluded that the familial aggregation of
BC in the family is probably not explained by a single high-risk mutation but rather by two or more
variants that each has low to moderate effects on BC risk. TRMT44 c.1928-2_1929delAGAG is
possibly one such variant. Furthermore, it can be concluded that the limits placed on the study by
using control frequencies from the IHA, which are only available for recorded exonic SNPs, and using
online prediction tools, which only assess missense variants, possibly prevented us from identifying
predisposing variants. Next immediate steps include studying candidate variants for which control
frequency was not available or were not assessed by function-prediction tools.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Breast cancer
Breast cancer (BC) is the second most common cancer in
th

the world and the 5 leading cause of cancer deaths with an
estimated 1.67 million diagnoses and 522,000 deaths in
2012. BC is both the most common cancer in women and
the leading cause of cancer deaths, accounting for a total of
25.2% of new cancer cases and 14.7% of cancer related
deaths in 2012. Rates of BC incidence vary greatly between
different regions of the world, ranging from 27 per 100,000
in Eastern Asia and Middle Africa and up to 92 and 96 per
100,000

in

Northern

America

and

Western

Europe,

respectively. Although incidence rates vary greatly around
the world, mortality rates are quite similar. In 2012, the
mortality rate was 14.9 per 100,000 in more developed
regions and 11.5 in less developed regions (figure 1). This
can be attributed to earlier detection and better survival in
developed regions (1). In Iceland, BC is also the most
common cancer diagnosed in women, accounting for 29.7%
of all cancers diagnosed between 2008 and 2012. The BC
incidence rates have been steadily increasing since the
Icelandic Cancer Registry (ICR) opened in the 1950s, from
an average of 38.5 per 100,000 in the period of 1958-1962
up to 93 per 100,000 in 2008-2012. Although there has
been a large increase in 5 year relative survival rates, from
60% in 1959-1968 to 90% in 1999-2008, this has not been
enough to counter the growing incidence rates as mortality
rates have also increased, albeit slightly, from 14.8 deaths
per 100,000 in 1958-1962 to 16.4 per 100,000 in 2008-2012

Figure

1:
The
estimated
agestandardized
rates
of
incidence (blue) and mortality
(red) per 100,000 women in
different regions of the world in
2012 (adapted from the WHO:
International Agency
for
Research
on
Cancer,
http://globocan.iarc.fr/Pages/fa
ct_sheets_cancer.aspx).

(2).
Breast cancer is a disease characterized by malignant tumor growth in the glandular tissue of the
breast. It is a heterogeneous disease and can be classified in a few different ways. First of all, BC
tumors are classified by histological appearance. Until recently, this classification was mainly based
on the origin of the tumor within the breast. The majority of invasive BC could be classified as either
invasive lobular carcinoma (ILC) if the origin was in the lobules of the breast or as invasive ductal
carcinoma, not otherwise specified (IDC-NOS), if the tumor had no specific differentiating features. In
the latest edition of the WHO Classification of Tumors of the Breast, the name of IDC-NOS has been
changed to invasive breast carcinoma of no special type (NST) as it is not certain that these tumors
originate in the ducts (3). Invasive breast carcinoma (NST) is by far the most common type of breast
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cancer, followed by ILC as the second most common and the most common “special” histological
subtype (4). Second, BC tumors are clinically classified by their receptor status into three groups;
estrogen receptor (ER) positive, HER2 amplified and triple negative breast cancer (TNBC). TNBC
tumors do not express ER or progesterone receptor (PR) and also lack HER2 amplification (5). Third,
BC tumors can be further classified by their molecular subtype. In 2000, Perou et.al. described four
molecular subtypes of breast cancer based on a cDNA microarray analysis; luminal, HER2 amplified,
basal-like and normal-breast-like (6). In the following year, the same group published another study in
which they found that the luminal subgroup could be separated into at least two groups with different
gene expression profiles and prognosis (7). The tumors of the luminal subgroups are ER positive and
can therefore be treated with endocrine therapy. The difference between the two luminal groups is
mainly that the luminal A subgroup exhibits low expression of proliferative markers and very good
prognosis while the luminal B group has higher proliferation rates and worse prognosis. In spite of
usually being an aggressive form of cancer, the HER2 amplified subgroup is a clinical success since
HER2 can be effectively targeted therapeutically (5). The basal-like subtype is also an aggressive form
of cancer. Basal-like tumors are generally TNBC and therefore do not respond to targeted therapies
(5, 8). The normal-breast-like group is still poorly characterized, and could possibly be an artifact of
high levels of normal tissue contamination. A few other molecular subtypes have been identified,
including molecular apocrine tumors, the interferon subtype and the claudin-low subgroup. The clinical
significance of these subgroups has yet to be determined (8).
Not all individuals are at equal risk of being diagnosed with BC. First of all, men are about 100
times less likely to develop BC than women. Other risk factors that are beyond our control include age
and ethnicity. When it comes to age, only 1 in 8 invasive BC cases are diagnosed in women under the
age of 45 while 2 of 3 invasive breast cancers are found in women over the age of 55. Regarding
ethnicity, white women are more likely to be diagnosed with breast cancer than women of other ethnic
groups, but African-American women are more likely to die from the disease (9). Women subjected to
longer exposure to endogenous sex hormones related to menstrual duration are also at higher risk of
being diagnosed with BC, and early age of menarche increases risk. BC risk is also increased by
exogenous exposure to sex hormones through hormonal replacement therapy or use of
contraceptives. Other lifestyle factors such as not having children (nulliparity) or having them later in
life, low physical activity, obesity, increased alcohol intake and smoking can also increase BC risk (911). One of the most important risk factors, however, is family history of the disease (11).

1.2 Familial breast cancer
Epidemiological studies have revealed that women who have a first-degree relative diagnosed with BC
are about twice as likely to get the disease as compared to the general population (12). The risk
increases with increasing number of relatives with BC (11, 13). Although it could be argued that a
shared environment and a similar lifestyle influence these numbers, twin studies suggest that around
27% of BC are caused by hereditary factors (14). BC cases without a family history of the disease are
called sporadic, and account for 70-75% of all BC. Although sporadic BC cases are mainly caused by
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non-hereditary factors, polygenic inheritance (where many genetic variants are involved, each with a
small effect on BC risk) likely has a role as well (15-17). BCs caused by inherited germline mutations
are described as being either familial or hereditary and account for 15-20% and 5-10% of BC cases,
respectively. A family with more cases of BC than expected by chance (generally two or more first- or
second-degree affected relatives) without a specific pattern of inheritance, is classified as familial BC.
Hereditary BC (HBC), on the other hand, has an autosomal dominant inheritance pattern indicating a
strong inherited component (figure 2) (18).

5#10%&
Sporadic!BC!
15#20%&
70#75%&

Familial!BC!
Hereditary!BC!

Figure 2: A pie chart showing the distribution of BC cases into groups based on their heredity.
Sporadic BC cases are thought to be mainly caused by non-hereditary factors. Cases
with two or more first- or second-degree relatives affected are considered familial and
when BC is inherited in an autosomal dominant pattern it is classified as hereditary BC
(HBC) (14-16).

For over three decades, scientists have been working tirelessly trying to identify the genomic
variants underlying genetic predisposition to BC. Substantial progress has been made so far with the
discoveries of a number of susceptibility variants. These variants can be divided into the following
three groups depending on their frequency in the general population and their level of risk: 1) rare and
highly penetrant mutations, 2) rare variants with moderate penetrance, and 3) common variants with
low penetrance (10-13). The terms describing the penetrance of pathogenic variants are well defined.
Highly-penetrant variants are associated with a relative risk (RR) of 5 or higher, moderately penetrant
variants with a RR of 1.5-5 and variants with low penetrance with a RR of under 1.5 (13, 18). While the
terminology regarding the prevalence of variants is flexible, variants with moderate to high penetrance
generally have a frequency of under 1% in the general population and are considered rare, while most
known variants with low penetrance have a frequency of over 5% and are considered common (figure
3) (10, 13). Due to their different levels of risk, variants in each of the three groups contribute to BC
susceptibility in a different manner. While single pathogenic mutations in genes with high penetrance
can be enough to cause BC, variants with moderate and low effects on risk are more likely to
contribute to BC susceptibility in a polygenic manner where many individual variants come together
within a family and their combined effect explains the substantially elevated risk (10, 12, 18, 19).
Variants of lower penetrance are also likely to act synergistically with environmental factors and
lifestyle (18, 19).
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Figure 3: Breast cancer susceptibility genes and loci. Known high-risk BC susceptibility genes are
highlighted in the green area and confirmed moderate-risk genes are highlighted in the red
area. These are all rare variants with a frequency under 1% in the general population. Wellestablished low-risk genes and loci are highlighted in the orange area. Approximately 100
low-risk loci, detailed further in the “Common low-penetrance variants” chapter on pages 2930, have been identified through genome-wide association studies (GWAS). The methods
that were used to identify the genes within each group of variants are written in bold text.
Variants below the blue line probably exist, but very big sample sizes are needed to confirm
them. Variants above the red line are not likely to exist (adapted from Harris & McCormick,
2010 (20)).

1.3 Rare mutations with high penetrance
1.3.1 BRCA1 and BRCA2
The first gene to be linked to hereditary BC was breast cancer 1, early onset gene (BRCA1). BRCA1
was first linked to chromosome 17q in 1990 and was cloned in 1994 (21). Pathogenic mutations in
BRCA1 generally confer a 60-85% lifetime risk of BC (11). A genome-wide association study (GWAS)
published in 2013 concluded that although the average BC risk for BRCA1 mutation carriers is around
65%, the risk can go as low as 28-50% for the 5% of carriers with the lowest risk and as high as 81100% for the 5% of carriers with the highest risk (22). BRCA1 is a very large gene containing 24 exons
and mutations occur throughout the coding sequence of the gene. Hundreds of pathogenic mutations
have been described, most of them small insertions or deletions (indels) that shift the reading frame
(frameshift mutations) causing either the translation of a truncated protein or nonsense-mediated
decay. The BRCA1 protein has 1863 amino acid residues and plays an important role as a
“gatekeeper of genomic integrity”, carrying out roles in various cellular processes including DNA
repair, checkpoint control and spindle regulation (23, 24). BCs caused by BRCA1 mutations tend to
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have different clinical features than those of non-BRCA1 mutated BC cases. First of all, over 90% of
BCs in BRCA1 mutation carriers are ER-negative and BRCA1 associated tumors are more likely to
lack HER2 amplification than sporadic tumors (11, 13). Second, BRCA1 associated BCs have an
immunohistological profile that resembles sporadic basal carcinomas. Although these characteristics
would imply a worse prognosis, studies regarding the prognosis of BC patients with BRCA1 mutations
are conflicting and a recently published meta-analysis found that current evidence does not support
worse BC survival of BRCA1 mutation carriers (11, 25). Third, women with BRCA1 mutations are not
only at high risk of getting a primary BC but they also have a 64% risk of contralateral BC before they
reach 70 years of age (11).
In 1994, Wooster et.al. mapped a second BC susceptibility gene to chromosome 13q (26). In the
following year, the same group managed to identify the associated gene, breast cancer 2, early onset
gene (BRCA2) (27). Pathogenic mutations in BRCA2 confer a 40-85% lifetime risk of BC and there is
more variability of the risk associated with mutations in BRCA2 than with mutations in BRCA1, which
suggests a more modifiable gene. BRCA2 is an even larger gene than BRCA1, containing 27 exons,
and like in BRCA1, mutations are found throughout the gene with most of the pathogenic ones being
frameshift mutations. The BRCA2 protein has 3418 residues, almost twice as many as BRCA1, and is
known to play an important role in DNA repair (11, 24). Clinically relevant features associated with
BRCA2 BCs are not as obvious as with BRCA1 tumors. Although lobular carcinoma is more common
in BRCA2 associated tumors than in BRCA1 tumors and these tumors are more often ER+ than
sporadic cases, prognosis for BRCA2 tumors is similar to sporadic BCs and they generally have
similar features (11).
Early work on BRCA research found that cells deficient of BRCA1 or BRCA2 accumulate genetic
abnormalities, which signify defects in DNA damage response (DDR). Further research has implicated
both proteins in a DNA repair mechanism called homologous DNA recombination (HR) (24, 28). HR is
an error-free DDR mechanism that mammalian cells have evolved to repair double strand DNA breaks
(DSBs). When DSBs happen as a by-product of replication in the S/G2-phase of the cell-cycle, the
undamaged sister chromatid is situated nearby and can be used as a template to guide high-fidelity
repair of the broken chromatid. BRCA1 is important for the initiation of HR. BRCA1 C-terminal (BRCT)
domains recruit it to damage sites, where it displaces the HR-suppressing factor p53 binding protein 1
(53BP1) from broken ends, triggering end resection. BRCA2 acts in the following steps of HR, working
more directly in the resolution of lesions. After end resection, the exposed single-stranded (ss) DNA is
coated with a protein called replication protein A (RPA), which is subsequently displaced by BRCA2,
allowing loading of the recombination enzyme RAD51 to the ssDNA. The RAD51-ssDNA filament,
stabilized by BRCA2, mediates synapsis with the sister chromatid to initiate strand exchange allowing
for the damaged chromatid to be repaired. In the absence of BRCA1 or BRCA2, replication-associated
DSBs are repaired by error-prone mechanisms such as non-homologous end joining (NHEJ), causing
genomic instability and an increased mutation load that can drive malignant transformation (24, 28).
Although BRCA1 and BRCA2 are inherited in an autosomal dominant manner, they act as recessive
cancer genes, usually through loss-of-heterozygosity (LOH) where the normal allele is lost in the
tumor (10, 12). There is however emerging evidence suggesting that heterozygous mutations in
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BRCA2 might suffice to drive carcinogenesis in some tissues (24, 28). A simplified view of the function
of BRCA1 and BRCA2 in HR (and other cellular processes) as well as a schematic representation of
their functional domains can be seen in figure 4.
Although pathogenic mutations in BRCA1 and BRCA2 have the greatest effect on BC risk, they
also confer an increased risk of other cancers. Mutations in both genes significantly increase the risk
of ovarian cancer (OC). For BRCA1 mutation carriers the lifetime risk of OC is 40-60% and for carriers
of BRCA2 mutations the lifetime risk of OC is up to 30% (11). Defective BRCA1 also increases the risk
of prostate cancer and fallopian tube cancer (19, 29) and has been linked to pancreatic cancer and
male breast cancer (29). Pathogenic mutations in BRCA2 increase risk of prostate cancer, male
breast cancer and pancreatic cancers and have been linked to biliary cancers and melanoma (13, 19,
29). Biallelic mutations in BRCA2 cause Fanconi anemia type D1 (FANCD1), a condition
characterized by developmental anomalies and substantially increased risk of childhood cancers.
Biallelic mutations in BRCA1 have rarely been described and are probably embryonic lethal in most
cases (11, 12, 19). However, a recent publication reports the presence of biallelic BRCA1 mutations in
a woman that presented with symptoms consistent with a Fanconi anemia-like disorder, suggesting
BRCA1 is a new Fanconi anemia subtype (type S) (30).
Pathogenic mutations in the BRCA genes are very rare in the general population, with BRCA1
mutations estimated to be observed in 1 of every 800 individuals and BRCA2 mutations in 1 out of 500
individuals, corresponding to a frequency of 0.125% and 0.2% respectively (13). However, in certain
populations, particular mutations are more common due to a founder effect, which occurs when small
groups of people have remained isolated over a long time and the consequent interbreeding results in
a normally rare mutation becoming more frequent within that population (31). The best-known
examples of founder mutations are those in the Ashkenazi Jewish population, where three BRCA
mutations (185delAG and 5382insC in BRCA1 and 6174delT in BRCA2), have an overall rate of 2.6%
and account for approximately 10% of familial cases (11, 19, 23). Founder mutations are also
prevalent in the Nordic countries. In Norway, four BRCA1 mutations (1675delA, 816delGT, 3347delAG
and 1135insA) account for the majority of hereditary breast- and ovarian cancer (HBOC) cases, and
only one of these (1135insA) has been found in other ethnic groups. In Sweden, the most common
BRCA mutation is 3171ins5 in BRCA1. This mutation, located on a conserved 3.7 cM haplotype
thought to have originated 50 generations ago, accounts for 70% of all BRCA mutations in western
Sweden. In Finland, 11 mutations account for 84% of all BRCA mutations. Some of these mutations,
for example IVS11+3A>G in BRCA1 and 9345+1G>A in BRCA2, can only be found in Finland (31). In
Iceland, one variant has been reported in each BRCA gene. The BRCA2 mutation, 999del5, is about
ten times more frequent than the BRCA1 mutation, G5193A, and is found in approximately one fourth
of HBC families in Iceland. The frequency of the BRCA2-999del5 mutation in Iceland is around 0.5%
and it is found in 7-8% of those diagnosed with BC in Iceland (32-34).
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Figure 4: Known roles of BRCA1 and BRCA2. Figure 4a shows the main structural domains of the human
BRCA1 and BRCA2 proteins and figure 4b shows how BRCA1 and BRCA2 contribute to
homologous recombination (HR) and other cellular processes in different stages of the cell-cycle.
BRCT domains at the C-terminal of BRCA1 recruit it to damaged sites where BRCA1 helps to
initiate HR by displacing 53BP1 and thus triggering end resection (scissors). The single-stranded
(ss)DNA is then coated with replication protein A (RPA). The oligonucleotide-binding (OB)
domains of BRCA2 are capable of binding ssDNA and displacing RPA and the BRC repeats bind
RAD51 recombinase and recruit it to the lesion. BRCA1 and BRCA2 also have roles in G2
checkpoint enforcement, along with roles in mitotic spindle assembly and cytokinetic abscission
(adapted from Venkitaraman, 2014 (24)).

1.3.2 Other high-penetrance genes
Since the discovery of BRCA1 and BRCA2, four other high-penetrance BC susceptibility genes have
been identified. These genes are tumor protein P53 (TP53), phosphatase and tensin homolog (PTEN),
cadherin-1 (CDH1) and serine/threonine kinase 11 (STK11). Like BRCA1 and BRCA2, these genes
are tumor-suppressors in which pathogenic mutations cause cancer syndromes (10-12, 18, 19).
Germline mutations in TP53 cause Li-Fraumeni syndrome (LFS). Individuals with LFS are at high risk
of getting BC as well as other cancers (12). Approximately 30% of female TP53 mutation carriers will
develop BC before the age of 30 (11, 35), and they have a greater than 90% risk of getting BC by the
age of 60 (18). TP53 has an essential role in cell-cycle control, which has earned it a status as the
“guardian of the genome”. Impeding its function is valuable to a growing tumor and therefore it is not
surprising that TP53 is the most commonly mutated gene in human cancers (11, 35). Germline
mutations in PTEN are the cause of Cowden-syndrome (CS), which is characterized by the formation
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of benign hamartoma tumors throughout the body. CS also increases risk of various cancers, with BC
being the most common. Women with CS have a lifetime risk of BC of up to 50%. In 1998, germline
mutations in STK11 were identified as the cause of Peutz-Jeghers syndrome (PJS). PJS is a rare
autosomal dominant disorder which causes growth of multiple benign polyps in the gastrointestinal
tract and mucocutaneous pigmentations of the lips, buccal mucosa and digits. Individuals with PJS are
at an increased risk for certain cancers, and women with PJS have a 32% risk of getting BC before the
age of 30 (18, 19). The latest gene to be identified as a high-risk BC susceptibility gene is CDH1, in
which germline mutations have been associated with hereditary diffuse gastric cancer (HDGC).
According to estimations, women from HDGC families that carry a mutation in CDH1 have a 39% risk
of developing BC before the age of 80 (18). With the exception of TP53, the contribution of the loss of
these genes to cancer pathogenesis is not all that well understood. The tumor-suppressor activity of
PTEN is thought to be related to its function as a lipid phosphatase, which regulates the mTOR
pathway, and to its function as a protein phosphatase, which has a role in cell-cycle arrest and
inhibition of invasion. PTEN localization to the nucleus also seems to be necessary for DSB repair and
it appears to regulate CDH1 tumor-suppression in the nucleus as well (36, 37). Loss of STK11 may
possibly cause the mTOR pathway to become hyperactive in HER2 amplified BC (38).

1.4 Rare variants with moderate penetrance
The discovery of BRCA1 and BRCA2 and the increasing knowledge of their roles in DNA repair
guided researchers towards searching for predisposing variants in other genes known to interact with
BRCA1/2 or act in the same pathways. Such studies have identified variants in several genes that are
likely to contribute moderately to predisposition for BC. Some of these genes are now well
established, most notably ataxia telangiectasia mutated (ATM), checkpoint-kinase 2 (CHEK2), BRCA1
interacting helicase 1 (BRIP1) and partner and localizer of BRCA2 (PALB2). All of these genes are
involved in DNA repair mechanisms and have been shown to confer a two- to fourfold risk of BC (10,
13, 19, 39). ATM encodes a checkpoint kinase that plays a vital role in both HR and in cell-cycle
progression.

In HR, damage recognition by ATM is required and in cell-cycle progression,

phosphorylation of BRCA1 by ATM at the G1/S checkpoint is essential (28). Biallelic mutations in ATM
cause ataxia telangiectasia (AT), a disorder characterized by progressive cerebellar ataxia,
oculomotor apraxia, conjunctival telangiectasia, immunodeficiency and increased risk of cancer (11).
Heterozygous mutations in ATM confer a twofold increase in BC risk (18, 19). CHEK2 also has roles in
checkpoint control and HR, for example by phosphorylating BRCA1, facilitating its role in DSB repair.
The most common mutation in CHEK2 is 1100delC, which is seen in up to 1%-2% of some
populations and increases BC risk by two- to threefold (18, 19, 28). The BRIP1 protein is a binding
partner of BRCA1, interacting with its C-terminus BRCT domain, and was therefore investigated as a
BC susceptibility gene. In heterozygous carriers with a strong family history of BC, pathogenic BRIP1
mutations are associated with a RR of 2.0. Biallelic mutations in BRIP1 result in Fanconi anemia type
J (FANCJ) (11, 19, 24). PALB2 is a partner protein of BRCA1/2 that bridges formation of a BRCA1BRCA2 complex that assists in their localization at the site of DNA-damage (24). Pathogenic
mutations in PALB2 were identified by studying BC families without mutations in BRCA1/2, and have
been associated with a RR of 2.3 (11). Variants in other DNA repair genes have also been shown to
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moderately increase the risk of BC in certain populations, for example in MRE11, RAD50 and NBS1
which together form the MRN complex, a vital sensor of DNA damage (18, 23). In 2004, a Finnish
study associated a BARD1 mutation (Cys557Ser) with a moderate increase in BC risk (40). Additional
association studies have been performed, and although some support the initial results (41-43), others
have failed to confirm these findings (44-46). Recently, two nonsense mutations in FANCM
(c.5101C>T and c.5791C>T) have been shown to moderately increase BC risk (47, 48) but these have
yet to be confirmed in additional studies.

1.5 Common low-penetrence variants
Of the three groups of BC susceptibility variants, the group containing common low-penetrance
variants is the most recent to emerge. In 2013, 72 loci harboring such variants had been identified,
and in 2015 this number has increased to approximately 100 (13, 49). Some of these loci lie in regions
with no known protein-coding genes, but others are located within or near genes. These nearby genes
are involved in various biological processes, such as DNA repair, mammary gland development and
the ER-pathway and can effect tumor growth and aggressiveness (figure 5) which indicates that these
variants might contribute to BC pathogenesis in a more complex manner than high- and moderatepenetrance variants (12, 13). All of the common variants associated with BC risk confer risks of less
than 1.5 times higher than the general population, and several studies have suggested that these risks
combine with genetic or non-genetic risk factors in a multiplicative rather than an additive way. In
addition, many of these variants are differentially associated with BC by ER-status (17, 49).

Figure 5: Mechanisms involved in breast cancer (BC) susceptibility. High- and moderate-penetrance
genes are listed in red and BC susceptibility candidate genes found in or near common BC
susceptibility loci are listed in blue (adapted from Ghoussaini et.al., 2013 (13)).
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As the search for more common variants associated with BC risk continues, researchers are also
looking into how this information could be of value in a clinical setting. This is a problematic task since
these variants are common and the risks conferred by each variant are not high enough to individually
be useful for risk prediction. In a recent study conducted by The Breast Cancer Association
Consortium (BCAC: http://apps.ccge.medschl.cam.ac.uk/consortia/bcac//about/about.html), the value
of using 77 BC susceptibility loci for risk stratification was investigated. Polygenic risk scores (PRS)
were constructed to assess the combined effects of these variants on both overall BC risk and on the
risk of ER-positive and ER-negative BC separately. The main findings were that for women in the
lowest and highest quintiles of the PRS distribution, estimated lifetime risk of BC is 5.3% and 17.2%,
respectively.

The corresponding risks of ER-positive BC are 4.1% and 15.7%, while the highest

lifetime-risk of ER-negative disease is only 2.4%. The PRS affected BC regardless of family history,
indicating that polygenic inheritance is a factor in sporadic cases as well as familial. All in all, this
study indicates that although each common variant individually has a low impact on risk, screening for
these variants could be informative for BC prevention (17).

1.6 Identifying new predisposing variants
Since the 1990s, researchers have made great progress in explaining the genetic elements causing
familial cancer by identifying several genes whose loss-of-function increases risk of BC. Even so, over
half of the familial risk of the disease is still unexplained. Although high-risk mutations have such a big
effect on the risk of breast cancer, they are very
rare in the general population and therefore do not
explain a large proportion of familial BC risk. In
fact, the high-risk genes identified to date are only
estimated to account for 20-25% of the familial risk
of BC, with BRCA1 and BRCA2 accounting for 1620% of the familial risk (10-12, 18). Genes with
moderate penetrance add little to this proportion
since they are also very rare and have a smaller
effect. It is estimated that moderate -penetrance
mutations in CHEK2, ATM, BRIP1 and PALB2
account for less than 3% of the familial risk of BC
(10, 12). Finally, although variants with low
penetrance only minimally increase risk of BC,
due to their high prevalence in the general
population and because of the high number of
variants identified they explain a substantial
portion of familial cases, or an estimated 14%
(13). Figure 6 shows the contribution of known BC
susceptibility genes and loci to the familial
aggregation of BC.

Figure 6: Contribution of known genes to familial
aggregation of breast cancer (BC). Highrisk genes identified so far only account
for 20-25% of the familial risk of BC, and
moderate- and low-risk genes together
explain less than 20%. Approximately
55% of the familial risk of BC is therefore
still
unexplained
(adapted
from
Discovery’s Edge: Mayo clinic’s online
research
magazine;
http://www.mayo.edu/research/discoverysedge/breast-cancer-predicting-individualrisk) (10-13)
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When looking to identify the genetic factors that underlie the remaining familial risk of breast
cancer, it is important to first gain understanding of how we have come to know what we do. The highpenetrance genes BRCA1 and BRCA2 were discovered through linkage analysis in high-risk BC
families and subsequent positional cloning (21, 26, 27). Following the increased knowledge of the
function of these genes in DNA repair, researchers successfully identified moderate-penetrance genes
using the candidate-gene approach. This approach involves the direct interrogation of coding variants
in candidate genes (in this case genes involved in the same pathways as BRCA1/2) in large series of
genetically enriched cases and controls (10, 12, 13, 19, 23). Following this, researchers tried to
associate BC to common single nucleotide polymorphism (SNPs) in candidate genes using a small
number of cases and controls. This method initially reported many positive associations but few were
convincingly replicated in subsequent studies (50). Improvements in genotyping and sequencing
technologies of the human genome have lead to the more agnostic genome-wide association studies
(GWAS) (10). Since these studies require thousands of cases and controls to have substantial
statistical power to detect common variants that have small effects, this has lead to the formation of
international multi-group collaborations such as the previously mentioned BCAC, which is a forum of
investigators interested in the inherited risk of BC, and the CIMBA consortium (Consortium of
Investigators of Modifiers of BRCA1/2), which focuses on identifying genetic modifiers of BRCA (13).
In figure 3, the main methods used to identify susceptibility genes in each risk-group are written in bold
text.
Genome-wide linkage (GWL) studies in families without BRCA mutations have not yet been
successful in finding other high-penetrance genes, although they have in some cases succeeded in
linking the cause of BC to certain chromosomal locations (12, 51). Since linkage studies may not be
powered to detect very rare high-risk mutations this does not exclude the presence of additional highpenetrance genes. This does however suggest that they are likely to be very rare (12, 13, 19, 52).
However, most of the missing heritability is most likely explained by a polygenic model, where BC
develops because of the cumulative effects of multiple variants with moderate and/or low penetrance
(23, 53). The remaining low-penetrance variants will most likely be found through large international
collaborations and GWAS, since these have increasingly large numbers of samples from diverse
locations and ethnic origins (10). Further moderately penetrant (or even highly penetrant) genes could
be identified in population isolates with founder mutations of higher prevalence than the general
population. This enrichment of certain mutations provides an advantage in gene identification studies,
as was seen recently with the identification of the c.5101C>T mutation in FANCM in the Finnish
population (47).

1.6.1 DNA repair genes and breast cancer susceptibility
In “The Hallmarks of Cancer”, a seminal paper by Douglas Hanahan and Robert A. Weinberg, six
important biological capabilities acquired during the development of human tumors are detailed. In the
same paper, genomic instability is named as the single characteristic that can enable the acquisition of
these six capabilities. Genomic integrity is maintained by DNA monitoring and DNA repair
mechanisms, so it is not surprising that mutations in genes that encode proteins that have vital roles in
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these mechanisms can greatly increase the risk of cancer (54). Defects in DNA repair mechanisms
have been shown to substantially increase risk of several cancers. An example of this is Lynch
syndrome, which is caused by germline mutations in DNA mismatch repair (MMR) genes. Lynch
syndrome is associated with an increased risk of many cancers, with the greatest effect on the risk of
colorectal cancer (up to 80% lifetime risk) and endometrial cancer (up to 60% lifetime risk) (55).
In the case of BC, the majority of the high- or moderate-risk mutations identified so far are proteintruncating mutations (also called loss-of-function (LOF) mutations) in genes directly involved in DNA
repair (figure 6). As mentioned previously, moderate-risk mutations were identified by the systemic
interrogation of genes known to play roles in DSB repair, following the increased knowledge of the
functions of BRCA1 and BRCA2 (13). Additional DNA repair genes have been investigated without
many more mutations being revealed, but it is still possible that they exist (12, 19). A recent success
story is the discovery of the previously mentioned FANCM mutations. FANCM is a DNA repair gene,
whose protein product activates a DNA damage response when encountering stalled replication forks.
The technology used to identify these mutations is called whole exome sequencing (WES) and is a
version of next generation sequencing (NGS) (47, 48).

1.6.2 Next Generation Sequencing (NGS)
NGS is a collective term for a set of massively parallel sequencing (MPS) techniques that make it
possible to perform large numbers of sequencing reactions simultaneously, and thus make the
sequencing process more time- and cost-effective than before. NGS techniques can be used to detect
the full spectrum of DNA mutations, including SNPs, indels, copy number variations (CNVs) and
chromosomal structural rearrangements. In addition, NGS can be used to study transcriptomes
through RNA-sequencing. NGS can be designed to target parts of the genome, such as exomes
(WES: Whole exome sequencing) or a subset of selected genes of interest (gene panels) or it can be
used to sequence entire genomes (WGS: Whole genome sequencing). There are many different NGS
platforms available that each has their own sequencing chemistry. Most platforms share the basic
steps of the sequencing process though, which are DNA fragmentation, amplification of the fragments
and their subsequent sequencing. Following the sequencing, the resulting sequence tags are
computationally aligned to a reference genome and variants identified (56, 57).

Although NGS

technologies are relatively new, they are already being used in clinical settings as well as in basic
research. In the clinic, parallel sequencing of specific genes is used to identify families at risk of BC.
Multigene panels for known B loci are available but to this day a consensus among geneticists as to
when these should be applied is lacking and their clinical validity has not been fully established (18,
49). In basic research, NGS technologies have been proven to be very useful when studying the
genetics of human diseases, e.g. in the search for variants that predispose for BC and various other
diseases (47, 58-60).
The analysis of NGS data can be a strenuous task, mainly because reads from NGS platforms tend
to have more sequencing errors than older methods and the volume of data generated is quite
extensive (61). In a typical NGS project, tens of thousands to millions of variants are identified
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depending on the extent to which the genome is sequenced. Identifying the variants most likely to
contribute to a disease and reducing their number to one managable for validation is a challenging
task. Common strategies include focusing on LOF variants and pathogenic missense variants.
Determining which missense variants are likely to be pathogenic can be problematic, and therefore
several computational methods that predict the function of variants, such as SIFT (http://sift.jcvi.org/)
and PolyPhen-2 (http://genetics.bwh.harvard.edu/pph2/), have been developed. These tools predict
the effect of missense mutations on the function of the protein, using various methods such as
evolutionary sequence comparison, structural constraint and physiochemical features of amino acids
(62, 63).
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2 Aims
The general aim of this project was to identify novel BC susceptibility mutations in Icelandic HBC
families not explained by mutations in BRCA1 or BRCA2. Two different approaches were used:
1. In the first part of the project, WGS data from 4 BC cases in one HBC family were analyzed.
The BC pattern in this family indicates an autosomal dominant inheritance pattern, which
implies that a high-risk mutation is segregating within the family. Therefore, the aim of this part
of the project was to identify such a mutation. The specific tasks of this part of the project were
the following:
a. Analyze WGS data and select candidate variants with possible large effects on gene
function or expression; in this case LOF variants and/or variants predicted to disrupt
the binding of a miRNA.
b. Screen for candidate variants in a set of unselected Icelandic BC cases and control
subjects to determine if they may increase risk of BC.
2. In the second part of the project, WGS data from 9 BC cases from three additional HBC
families were added to the analysis. The aim of this part of the project was to identify
moderate-risk variants that might contribute to the increased risk of BC in these families in a
polygenic fashion. The specific tasks of this part of the project were the following:
a. Analyze WGS data and select candidate variants that are predicted to be deleterious
and are located in the coding region of genes that are known to be important for DNA
repair.
b. Determine the frequency of the candidate variants in a set of unselected Icelandic BC
cases and controls to determine if they may increase risk of BC.
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3 Materials and Methods
3.1 Sample selection
This project is part of a larger ongoing study, “A search for additional breast cancer genes”, at the
Laboratory of Cell Biology, Department of Pathology at Landspitali University Hospital (LSH). This
study has been approved by the National Bioethics Committee (reference number 11-105-V5 and 11105-V5-S1) and the National Data Protection Authority (reference number 2001/523 and 2014/679).
The individuals responsible for this study are Rósa Björk Barkardóttir, Aðalgeir Arason, Bjarni A.
Agnarsson and Óskar Þ. Jóhannsson.

3.1.1 Samples selected for WGS
The WGS data that were analyzed in this project resulted from blood samples from 13 BC cases in 4
Icelandic HBC families. Tumor samples were also sequenced from 4 of these cases. The pedigrees of
the families can be seen in figure 7, with arrows marking the cases from which DNA samples were
sequenced. The selection of these families and individuals for sequencing was based on 4 criteria: 1)
the BC cases within the family show a pattern of dominant inheritance, 2) the family is negative for
founder mutations in BRCA1 and BRCA2, 3) the individuals were relatively young when they were
diagnosed with BC and 4) high quality DNA samples were available from 3 or more BC cases within
the family.

3.1.2 Samples used for the screening of candidate variants
The allele frequency of candidate variants was estimated in DNA samples from a group of unselected
BC patients and in controls. The unselected BC samples were collected from Icelandic BC patients
diagnosed in the period 1987-2009 and agreeing to participate in the study “A search for additional
breast cancer genes”. The BC diagnosis was verified by the ICR or in the registry of the Department of
Pathology at LSH. In 1987-1999, blood samples from these BC patients were collected at LSH and in
2002-2009 they were collected at the Research service center located in Nóatún. DNA was isolated
from the blood samples by staff members at the Laboratory of Cell Biology, Department of Pathology
at LSH.
The control group consists of four different blood sample collections. Two of these collections were
performed at the Laboratory of Cell Biology, Department of Pathology at LSH. The former consists of
samples from healthy female and male donors with no family history of cancer and the latter consists
of samples from an unselected group of individuals. The third collection was performed at the
Icelandic Blood Bank and at the Icelandic Heart Association (IHA) and also consists of samples from
unselected individuals. The fourth collection was performed at the IHA as a part of their REFINEReykjavik study (National Bioethics Committee reference number: 05-112) (64).
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Figure 7: Pedigrees of the families from which the WGS data originated. Circles denote women and
squares represent men. Circles that are half-filled with black represent BC diagnosis and
circles quarter-filled with black represent OC diagnosis. The arrows point to women from
whom blood samples were sequenced. Those from whom tumor samples have also been
sequenced are marked with an asterisk. The age of first BC diagnosis is written below each
of the labels for women whose samples were sequenced. In the first part of the project family
a) was focused on with the aim of identifying a high-risk mutation. In the second part of the
project, families b) through d) were added to the analysis with the aim of identifying
moderate-risk variants.

3.2 Initial WGS analysis
The WGS of the DNA samples from the study participants, along with alignment and variant calling,
was performed by Complete Genomics (http://www.completegenomics.com/). The resulting data were
®

uploaded to Ingenuity Variant Analysis

TM

(IVA) (http://www.ingenuity.com/products/variant-analysis)

(65), which is a web-based, commercially available application that identifies and prioritizes candidate
causal variants. IVA combines analytical tools and integrated content based on published biological
evidence and knowledge of disease biology (66). In IVA, it is possible to apply various filters to help
identify the variants that are most likely to contribute to a disease of interest. The filters used in this
project were the following: 1) Confidence filter, 2) Common variants filter, 3) Predicted deleterious
filter, 4) Genetic analysis filter and 5) Biological context filter. The confidence filter allows for filtering
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out variants that are potentially of low quality by adjusting the minimum call quality (CQ) and/or
minimum read depth (RD). The CQ scores are based on phred (Phil's Read Editor) quality scores
which measure the quality of the identification of the bases generated by DNA sequencing (67). The
common variants filter allows you to “keep only” or “exclude” variants based on their frequency in the
following databases; The 1000 Genomes Project – Global dataset (http://www.1000genomes.org/),
Complete Genomics (CG) Public Genomes (http://www.completegenomics.com/public-data/) and the
NIH

Heart,

Lung

and

Blood

Institute

(NHLBI)

Exome

Sequencing

project

(ESP)

(http://evs.gs.washington.edu/EVS/). The predicted deleterious filter allows for identification of variants
that are either predicted or observed to disrupt gene function or expression. In this filter you can either
“keep only” or “exclude” variants based on their pathogenicity and their net gain-of-function or loss-offunction effects. The genetic analysis filter enables filtering based on inheritance models and
genotypes, as well as allowing for filtering of the variants based on their frequency in the samples that
are being analyzed. Finally, the biological context filter enables identification of variants that, based on
current knowledge, are likely to be involved in a biological process of interest (68).
As described in the aims, two different approaches were applied in this project. The filtering
process in IVA and the following work was adjusted to each part of the project and thus will be detailed
separately.

3.2.1 WGS analysis of family a)
When searching for a high-risk mutation in family a), all of the five IVA filters described above were
used with the following settings:
1) The confidence filter was set to keep only variants with call quality (CQ) of at least 20.
2) The common variants filter was set to exclude variants that had a frequency higher than
3% in any of the three databases mentioned above. Although mutations of high-risk are
expected to have a frequency of < 1%, this filter was set to 3% to keep the possibility of
identifying a more prevalent variant of lesser risk.
3) The predicted deleterious filter was set to keep only variants that were either predicted or
observed to be pathogenic, likely pathogenic or of uncertain significance based on
literature evidence linking the variant to a phenotype. This assessment is based on the
American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG) guidelines for the
interpretation of sequence variants. In these guidelines, certain criteria for classifying
pathogenicity are categorized as very strong, strong, moderate or supporting. For
example, if a loss-of-function (LOF) variant is in a gene where LOF is a known mechanism
of disease, it is considered very strong evidence for pathogenicity. For missense variants,
if the same amino acid change has previously been established pathogenic, it is
considered strong evidence for pathogenicity. There are also criteria for classifying benign
variants, where allele frequency > 5% in any of the incorporated databases is considered
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as stand-alone evidence for a variant being benign. The combination of criteria met by
variants determine their classification as pathogenic, likely pathogenic, of uncertain
significance, benign or likely benign. These combinations are detailed in the ACMG
guidelines (69). This filter was also set to keep variants that were associated with a net
gain-of-function

(established

in

the

literature

or

predicted

by

TargetScan

(http://www.targetscan.org/) to disrupt a miRNA binding site) or associated with a net lossof-function (frameshift variants, in-frame insertion or deletion (indel) variants, variants that
change a stop-codon, missense variants that are not predicted tolerated by SIFT
(http://sift.jcvi.org/) or PolyPhen-2 (http://genetics.bwh.harvard.edu/pph2/), variants likely
to cause splice-site loss, variants that are deleterious to a miRNA, structural variants,
variants that disrupt predicted or known promoters or transcription factor binding sites and
variants that are within a region known or predicted by the VISTA database
(http://enhancer.lbl.gov/) to be an enhancer binding site).
4) The genetic analysis filter was set to keep variants with a dominant inheritance pattern
that were present in at least 2 out of the 6 samples that were sequenced in this family.
These variants could be heterozygous or het-ambiguous (meaning that the variant is
present on at least one chromosome but could possibly be homozygous though).
5) The biological context filter was set to keep only variants in genes that were known or
predicted to affect BC and tumors and variants in genes that are within one hop
downstream, in biological interaction, of such genes.
The variants that remained after the filtering process in IVA were then exported to Microsoft Office
Excel 2007 (Excel) and further filtered. First of all, only variants that were present in at least two blood
samples (two individuals) were kept. The CQ requirements were also made more stringent, and
variants that didn’t have CQ ≥ 60 in at least one sample were removed. In this part of the project, it
was decided to focus on LOF variants, predicted to cause truncation of a protein or altered splicing, as
well as variants predicted to disrupt the binding of a miRNA to mRNA.

3.2.2 Combined analysis of all four families
In this part of the project, the focus was on variants located in the coding regions of genes that were
directly annotated as double-strand break repair genes or DNA repair genes in the Gene Ontology
AmiGO database (http://amigo.geneontology.org/amigo/). When searching for moderate-risk variants
in all four families, only the first three IVA filters described above were used. The settings in these
filters were the same as described above with the exception of the common variants filter where
variants that had a frequency higher than 5% in any of the incorporated databases were now
excluded. The variants were then exported from the predicted deleterious filter to Excel and only
variants that were present in at least one blood sample (not only in a tumor sample) and had CQ ≥ 60
in at least one sample were kept.
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3.3 Validation of candidate variants
Following the variant filtering in family a), the remaining variants were validated in their original
sample(s). First, primers were designed, then polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was performed and
the amplified region sequenced using Sanger-sequencing.

3.3.1 Primer design
Primers were designed by the following procedure. First, the genomic sequence flanking the variant
location (500 bases upstream and downstream) was exported from the UCSC Genome Browser
(GRCh37/hg19 assembly) (https://genome-euro.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgGateway). The sequence was
uploaded to Sequencher 5.0 (a commercial DNA sequence analysis software produced by the Gene
Codes Corporation), which was used to visualize the sequence. Candidates for forward and reverse
PCR primers were then selected and subsequently tested for possible 3´-complementarity, hairpin
formation and self-annealing sites using the oligonucleotide properties calculator OligoCalc
(http://www.basic.northwestern.edu/biotools/oligocalc.html) and their specificity was checked by using
the NCBI Primer-BLAST (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/tools/primer-blast/). Sequences of primers used
for Sanger-sequencing and their annealing temperatures are listed in table S1.

3.3.2 Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)
The polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was used to amplify targeted sequences of the genome for
subsequent analysis. For each PCR reaction, the following recipe was followed:
PCR amplification
Reactant (concentration)

Amount

10x PCR Buffer

1.00 µL

dNTP mix (2.5 mM)

0.64 µL

Betaine (5 M)*

2.00 µL

Taq DNA Polymerase (5U/µL)

0.06 µL

Forward primer (20 µM)

0.20 µL

Reverse primer (20 µM)

0.20 µL

DNA

10 ng

*Used to increase specificity of primers when amplifying difficult targets
The total reaction volume was then brought up to 10 µL with ddH2O.

The reactants used for the PCR were purchased from the following resources: MCLAB
(http://www.mclab.com/) for 10x PCR buffer, dNTP mix and Taq DNA Polymerase, Eurofins Genomics
(http://www.eurofinsgenomics.eu/) or TAG Copenhagen (http://tagc.dk/) for primers and Sigma-Aldrich
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(https://www.sigmaaldrich.com/) for Betaine EC No. 2034906. The PCR was performed in a 2720
Thermal Cycler from Applied Biosystems

®

using the following program:

PCR program
Step

Temperature (°C)

Time (minutes)

1. Denaturing

94

3:00

2. Denaturing

94

0:30

3. Annealing

52-64

0:45

4. Elongation

72

0:45

5. Elongation

72

10

6. Hold

4

∞

Step 2-4 repeated 25-35 times

3.3.3 Electrophoresis on agarose gels
Prior to sequencing, to check if the amplification was successful, PCR amplified DNA products were
electrophorized on 1-2% agarose gels. The gels were made by the following procedure:
1-2% Agarose gel
Reactant (concentration)

Amount

1x TBE buffer

60 mL

Agarose low EEO

0.6 -1.2 g

Ethidium Bromide (EtBr; 10 mg/mL)

1.8 µL

5x TBE buffer was prepared by the following recipe:
5x TBE Buffer
Reactant (concentration)

Amount

Trizma® base

54 g

Boric acid

27.5 g

EDTA (0.5 M)

20 ml

Total volume brought up to 1 L with dH2O.
For use: 200 mL 5x TBE buffer mixed with 800 mL dH2O to make 1x TBE buffer.

First,

1xTBE

buffer

(Trizma

http://www.merck.com/index.html)

®

base

from

Sigma-Aldrich

and

agarose

and

boric
(from

acid

from

Merck:

Applichem;

https://www.applichem.com/start.html) were mixed together and heated in a microwave oven for 70
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seconds. EtBr was added to the melted agar and the mix was then cooled under cold water for a few
seconds before it was poured into a cast. Then, 5.0 µL of each PCR product that was to be
electrophorized were mixed with 1.0 µL of Blue/Orange 6x loading dye from Promega. A 1 kb DNA
ladder (from Thermo Scientific; corporate.thermofisher.com) was run on each gel and 1xTBE was
used as a running buffer. Each electrophoresis was carried out for approximately 30 minutes with an
electric potential of 90-100V and the gel was subsequently visualized under UV light.

3.3.4 Sanger-sequencing
PCR amplified DNA products were sequenced using Sanger-sequencing to validate candidate
variants. First, the DNA products were purified using the following procedure:
Purification reaction
Reactant (concentration)

Amount (µL)

ddH2O

4.25

Fast AP (1U/µL)

0.5

Exonuclease I (2U/µL)

0.25

Amplified DNA product

2.0

Fast AP (Thermosentitive Alkaline Phosphatase) was purchased from Thermo Scientific
(corporate.thermofisher.com) and Exonuclease I (E.Coli) from MCLAB. The purification reaction was
®

performed in a 2720 Thermal Cycler (Applied Biosystems ) using the following program:
Purification program
Step

Temperature (°C)

Time (minutes)

1

37

15

2

85

15

3

4

∞

Next, a sequencing reaction was performed:
Sequencing reaction
Reactant (concentration)

Amount (µL)

ddH2O

2.5
®

1.0

BigDye Terminator v1.1 Cycle Sequencing RR-100

®

0.5

Forward or reverse primer (20 µM)

0.1

Purified DNA product

1.0

BigDye Terminator v1.1, v3.1 5x Sequencing Buffer
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The BigDye

®

Terminator v1.1 Cycle Sequencing Kit was purchased from Applied Biosystems

(http://www.appliedbiosystems.com/absite/us/en/home.html)

and

the

sequencing

reaction

®

was

®

performed in a 2720 Thermal Cycler (Applied Biosystems ) using the following program:
Sequencing program
Step

Temperature (°C)

Time (minutes)

1

96

0:10

2

50

0:05

3

60

4:00

4

∞

Steps 1-3 repeated 35 times
4

®

Finally, 3.5 µL of BigDye Cleaning Beads (MCLAB) and 20 µL of 85% ethanol (EtOH) were added
to the entire sequencing reaction product. All was mixed together and then put on a magnetic plate for
3-5 minutes. With the samples still on the magnetic plate, the ethanol was removed and thrown away
and the samples washed with an additional 50 µL of EtOH. The samples were then removed from the
magnetic plate and 70 µL of 1x Elution buffer (MCLAB) added to each sample and let sit for 3-5
minutes. The samples were then put on the magnetic plate again for another 3-5 minutes and
subsequently moved to a sequencing plate. The samples were sequenced in a 3130xl Genetic
®

Analyzer (Applied Biosystems ) and the resulting sequences analyzed in Sequencher 5.0 (Figure 8).

a)

b)

Figure 8: Sanger-sequencing analysis results from Sequencher 5.0. Figure a) shows a sequence from
a reference sample where no variant is present. Figure b) shows a sequence where a
heterozygous SNP is present; a cytosine (C) replaces a guanine (G) on one of the
chromosomes. Cytosine bases are represented by blue peaks, guanine bases by black
peaks, thymine (T) bases by red peaks and adenine (A) bases by green peaks.

3.4 Databases used for further assessment of candidate variants
Candidate variants were assessed using various databases. In the first part of the project these were
LOF and miRNA variants and in the second part of the project these were variants located in doublestrand break repair genes and general DNA repair genes.
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3.4.1 Assessing LOF and miRNA variants
For general information on genes harboring candidate variants and for prediction of their possible
effect on the protein product the UCSC Genome Browser (70), UniProt (http://www.uniprot.org/),
Ensembl (http://www.ensembl.org/index.html), PubMed (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/) and the
Human Splicing Fincer v3.0 (http://www.umd.be/HSF3/index.html) were used. When assessing
variants predicted to disrupt a miRNA binding site, the databases used were TargetScan
(http://www.targetscan.org/),
(http://www.microrna.org/),

miRBase
DIANA

(http://www.mirbase.org/),
microT

innovation.gr/DianaTools/index.php?r=microT_CDS/index)

v5.0
and

miRanda

–

mirSVR

(http://diana.imis.athenaDIANA

TarBase

v7.0

(http://diana.imis.athena-innovation.gr/DianaTools/index.php?r=tarbase/index). When comparing the
expression of genes harboring candidate variants and their protein products, The Expression Atlas
(https://www.ebi.ac.uk/gxa/home) and The Human Protein Atlas (http://www.proteinatlas.org/) were
used. A schematic representation of the filtering process applied when searching for a high-risk variant
in the first part of the project can be seen in figure 9.
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Figure 9: The filtering process applied when searching for a high-risk mutation in the first part of the
project. Whole Genome Sequencing (WGS) data from four BC cases in one Icelandic
hereditary breast cancer (HBC) family were analyzed. The variants were filtered in
®
TM
Ingenuity Variant Analysis (IVA) based on their call quality (CQ), frequency, predicted
deleteriousness, inheritance pattern and association to breast cancer (BC). Loss-of-function
(LOF) variants and variants predicted to disrupt miRNA binding present in at least 2 out of 4
BC cases were focused on. These variants were validated by Sanger-sequencing and then
further assessed using various tools and databases. Based on this assessment, candidate
variants were chosen for screening in a set of unselected BC cases and controls.
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3.4.2 Assessing the deleteriousness of coding variants in DNA repair genes
IVA incorporates three different algorithms which assess the pathogenicity and deleteriousness of
variants: IVA assessment, PolyPhen-2 and SIFT. To further assess the deleteriousness of variants
located in DNA repair genes, three additional online software tools were used: PROVEAN (Protein
Variation Effect Analyzer: http://provean.jcvi.org/index.php), Condel (Consensus Deleteriousness
score: http://bg.upf.edu/fannsdb/) and MutationAssessor (http://mutationassessor.org/). If a variant
was considered to be pathogenic or deleterious by at least 2 of these tools, it was kept in the analysis.
Frequencies from an exome-chip performed on 2983 samples from the AGES-Reykjavik cohort (71)
were provided by the IHA and variants found on the list with a frequency between 1-5% were kept for
further studies. A schematic representation of the filtering process applied when searching for
moderate-risk variants in the second part of the project can be seen in figure 10.
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Figure 10: The filtering process applied when searching for moderate-risk variants in the second part
of the project. Whole Genome Sequencing (WGS) data from 13 BC cases in 4 Icelandic
hereditary breast cancer (HBC) families were analyzed. The variants were filtered in
®
TM
Ingenuity Variant Analysis (IVA) based on their call quality (CQ), frequency and predicted
deleteriousness. Variants within the coding regions of genes directly annotated as doublestrand break repair genes or general DNA repair genes were focused on. The
deleteriousness of these variants was further assessed using five prediction tools. Variants
that were deleterious according to at least two of these prediction tools and had a frequency
between 1-5% in the Icelandic Heart Association’s (IHA) AGES-Reykjavik cohort were
screened for in a set of unselected BC cases.

3.5 Screening for variants in cases and controls
Three different methods were used for variant screening. In the first part of the project, indels were
®

screened for by fragment analysis and SNPs were screened for using TaqMan SNP genotyping
assays. In the second part of the project, screening for multiple variants simultaneously using a
genotyping technique called iPLEX was bought from the Mutation Analysis Facility at Karolinska
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®

University Hospital in Stockholm, Sweden (http://www.maf.ki.se/). They used iPLEX Gold, performed
®

on a MassARRAY system from Agena Bioscience (http://agenabio.com/), to perform the screening
(72).

3.5.1 Fragment analysis
Primers were designed in the same way as described in section 3.3.1, except for one of the primers
being marked with a FAM fluorescent dye at the 5’ end. Table S2 lists the sequences of the primers
used for fragment analysis and the length of the fragments generated. DNA fragments were amplified
by PCR as described in section 3.3.2. Following the amplification, 0.3 µL of the PCR product were
mixed with 9.6 µL of Super-DI

TM

formamide (MCLAB) and 0.1 µL of orange DNA Liz500 size standard

(MCLAB). The samples were subsequently denatured at 94°C for 3 minutes (in a 2720 Thermal Cycler
TM

®

from Applied Biosystems ) and run in a 3130xl Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems ). The
®

®

resulting fragments were analyzed in the GeneMapper software (Applied Biosystems ) (see figure
11).
a)

b)

®

Figure 11: Fragment analysis results from GeneMapper . Figure a) shows a sequence from a
reference sample where no variant is present and all fragments that are amplified are 153
bases long. Figure b) shows a sequence where a heterozygous 4-base deletion is present,
which results in a mutated 149 base fragment being amplified from one chromosome and the
wild-type 153 base fragment from the other.

3.5.2 SNP genotyping with TaqMan® Assays
®

®

For genotyping of individual SNPs, single-tube TaqMan genotyping assays and TaqMan genotyping
®

master mix were purchased from Applied Biosystems . The genotyping reaction was prepared using
the following recipe:
SNP genotyping reaction
Reactant (concentration)

Amount

TaqMan® genotyping master mix (2x)

5.0 µL

TaqMan® SNP genotyping assay mix (40x)

0.19 µL

ddH2O

4.81 µL

DNA (dried)

20 ng
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®

The samples were sealed using Optical Adhesive Covers (Applied Biosystems ) and centrifuged
for 5 minutes at 1200 rpm in an Eppendorf 5810 R centrifuge. The genotyping was performed in a 48well StepOne Real-Time

StepOne Real-Time

TM

TM

®

PCR system (Applied Biosystems ) using the following program:

PCR program

Step

Temperature (°C)

Time (minutes)

1. AmpliTaq Gold enzyme activation

95

10:00

2. Denature

95

0:15

3. Anneal/extend

60

1:00

Steps 2 and 3 repeated 45 times

The results of the genotyping were then analyzed in the StepOne

TM

®

software (Applied Biosystems )

(see figure 12).

TM

Figure 12: SNP genotyping analysis from the StepOne software. The results from the genotyping of
47 samples for a C>T variant. The strength of the C allele amplification is shown on the xaxis and the T allele on the y-axis. Each red dot represents a sample where only the C allele
is amplified and therefore these samples have a homozygous wild-type genotype. The green
dots represent samples that have equal amplification of each of the alleles and are therefore
heterozygous for the mutation. The blue dot only has amplification of the T allele and
therefore is a homozygous carrier of the mutation. The black dot represents a water-sample,
used as a negative control.
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3.6 Statistical analysis
Following variant screening, allele frequencies were calculated in Microsoft Excel using the following
equation, where possible genotypes are AA, Aa and aa and N is the total number of alleles screened:

! =!

!! ∗ 0.5!"
!

Fisher’s exact significance tests and Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium tests were performed using the
R-Project for Statistical Computing. An example of Fisher’s exact test performed in R-project using the
EpiR package (https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/epiR/epiR.pdf):

>"GID8table"<-"matrix(c(12,11,538,643),ncol=2,byrow=TRUE)"
>"colnames(GID8table)"<-"c("BC-cases","Control")"
>"rownames(GID8table)"<-"c("delG","nomutation")"
>"print(GID8table)"
"""""""""""BC-cases"Control"
delG"""""""""""""12""""""11"
nomutation""""""538"""""643"
>"fisher.test(GID8table)"
"
""""""""Fisher's"Exact"Test"for"Count"Data"
"
data:""GID8table""
p-value"="0.5349"
alternative"hypothesis:"true"odds"ratio"is"not"equal"to"1""
95"percent"confidence"interval:"
"0.5218977"3.2890776""
sample"estimates:"
odds"ratio""
""1.303522"

"

"
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Example of Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium test performed in R-project using the HardyWeinberg
package (https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/HardyWeinberg/HardyWeinberg.pdf):

>"GID8_controls"<-"c(AA=316,Aa=11,aa=0)"
>"HW.test"<-"HWChisq(GID8_controls,cc=0,verbose=TRUE)"
Chi"square"test"for"Hardy"Weinberg"equilibrium"
Chi2" =" " 0.09569983" p" value" =" " 0.7570523" D" =" " 0.09250765" f" =""
0.01710731"
"
>"GID8_cases"<-"c(AA=263,Aa=12,aa=0)"
>"HW.test"<-"HWChisq(GID8_cases,cc=0,verbose=TRUE)"
"

Chi"square"test"for"Hardy"Weinberg"equilibrium"
Chi2"=""0.136814"p"value"=""0.7114691"D"=""0.1309091"f"=""0.02230483"
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4 Results
4.1 WGS analysis - Searching for a high-risk mutation in a breast cancer
family with strong resemblance of dominant inheritance
The aim of the first part of the project was to identify a high-risk mutation in an Icelandic HBC family,
the pedigree of which can be seen in figure 1a. The BC pattern in the family indicates autosomal
dominant inheritance of a high-risk mutation. To identify a mutation with high risk in the family, WGS
data from 6 samples from 4 BC cases was analyzed (both blood and tumor samples were sequenced
from two of the cases).
The

WGS

data

was

initially

analyzed

using

Ingenuity

®

Variant

Analysis

TM

(IVA)

(http://www.ingenuity.com/products/variant-analysis), a web-based application. In IVA, variants were
filtered based on their call quality, frequency, predicted deleteriousness, inheritance model and
biological context. Only variants with CQ ≥ 20 were kept, which is the default setting and usually
balances sensitivity and specificity well enough to efficiently identify causal variants (68). Variants with
a known frequency of ≥ 3% in the public Complete Genomics, 1000 Genomes (global) or the NHLBI
ESP exome datasets were excluded from the analysis. Variants observed or predicted to be
pathogenic, likely pathogenic or of uncertain significance were kept. This classification is based on the
American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG) guidelines for the interpretation of
sequence variants, where certain criteria are categorized as very strong, strong, moderate or
supporting evidence for pathogenicity. An example of a variant with very strong evidence for
pathogenicity is if a loss-of-function (LOF) variant lies in a gene where LOF is a known mechanism of
disease and an example of strong evidence for pathogenicity (of missense variants) is if the same
amino acid change has previously been established as being pathogenic. The combination of criteria
met by variants ultimately determines their classification. Variants predicted to cause a net loss- or
gain-of-function and present in at least 2 out of the 6 sequenced samples, were kept. Finally, variants
in genes known or predicted to affect BC and tumors were kept. The filtering process in IVA left 771
variants that were exported to Microsoft Office Excel for further analysis.
In Excel, variants that were either only present in tumor samples or 1 blood sample and one tumor
sample were removed, leaving only variants that were present in blood samples from at least 2 BC
cases. For the purpose of identifying high-risk variants, it was decided to focus on the variants likely to
have the greatest effect on protein function or gene expression. Therefore, only variants predicted to
result in protein truncation or to disrupt the binding of a miRNA to mRNA were kept, leaving 33
variants. Based on a growing experience of analyzing WGS data in our lab, the stringency of the
analysis was increased and variants that did not have CQ ≥ 60 in at least 1 sample were removed.
This left 24 variants, 15 indels (insertion/deletion polymorphisms) and 9 SNPs (single nucleotide
polymorphisms), to be validated by Sanger-sequencing in their original samples (table 1).
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Table 1: LOF and miRNA variants detected in WGS data from the family.
Type of
variant

Predicted
effect of
variant

LOF

Indel

miRNA
binding
disrupted

LOF

SNP

miRNA
binding
disrupted

Gene

Gene region

TRMT44
ZNF534
ZNF488
PRIM2
CHST15
GPR27
CCDC48
MEX3B
KRTAP10-12
COPZ2
MTMR3
GID8
DICER1
STAC2
SLC9A3R2
INMT
TROAP
ASPSCR1
HOXA5
DLG2
MAPK1IP1L
DCAF7
MYT1
PPP6R1

Splice site
Exon
Exon
Exon
Exon
Exon
Exon
Exon
Exon
Exon
3’UTR
3’UTR
3’UTR
3’UTR
3’UTR
Exon
Exon
Splice site
3’UTR
3’UTR
3’UTR
3’UTR
3’UTR
3’UTR

Location

Transcript variant

Chr4:8472809
Chr19:52942693
Chr10:48370726
Chr6:57398186
Chr10:125780752
Chr3:71804240
Chr3:128758687
Chr15:82336814
Chr21:46117660
Chr17:46115085
Chr22:30422037
Chr20:61576850
Chr14:95555386
Chr17:37366899
Chr16:2088379
Chr7:30795466
Chr12:49724121
Chr17:79972949
Chr7:27181092
Chr11:83170723
Chr14:55531526
Chr17:61666687
Chr20:62872106
Chr19:55741371

c.1928-2_1929delAGAG
c.2021dupC
c.194delC
c.889_890insA
c.1366_1367insCC
c.1040_1041insG
c.1793delG
c.396_397insA
c.544_545insT
c.57_58dupCC
c.*247_*248insT
c.*586delG
c.*1564_*1565insT
c.*1645_*1646insC
c.*394_*395delAT
c.791G>C
c.1493C>G
c.1354-2A>T
c.*362T>G
c.*138A>G
c.*181A>C
c.*153C>T
c.*305G>T
c.*525G>A

Protein
variant
p.*675fs
p.A65fs*14
p.N298fs
p.R456fs
p.D347fs
p.C598fs
p.H133fs
p.A182fs
p.Q20fs*34

p.*264S
p.S498*

Green: validated variants. Blue: Validated variants, also present in controls. Red: Not validated. Black:
Amplification or Sanger sequencing unsuccessful. SNP: Single nucleotide polymorphism. Indel:
Insertion or deletion. LOF: Loss-of-function. 3’UTR: 3’ untranslated region. Chr: Chromosome.

Of the 24 variants, 13 were successfully validated in the discovery samples and 5 were not present
in those samples. For the remaining 6 variants, the PCR amplification or the Sanger-sequencing was
unsuccessful. Out of the 13 validated variants, 5 were also found in ≥ 2 out of six control samples that
were included in the validation process. Since this indicates that these variants have a high frequency
in the Icelandic population, they were excluded from further analysis. At this point, 8 validated variants
remained; 4 indels and 4 SNPs. The 4 validated indels (colored green in table 1) were all selected for
screening in a separate and larger set of BC cases and controls by fragment analysis. Since SNP
genotyping is much more expensive than fragment analysis, further information was gathered on the
SNPs from various databases before making a decision of whether or not to include them in a casecontrol study. Further information was also gathered on the 6 variants for which the amplification or
sequencing were unsuccessful before more resources were spent trying to verify them.
The databases used to gather information on these 10 variants (3 indels and 7 SNPs) were the
following: The UCSC Genome Browser (https://genome-euro.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgGateway), UniProt
(http://www.uniprot.org/),

Ensembl

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/)

(http://www.ensembl.org/index.html),
and

the

Human

Splicing

PubMed
Fincer

v3.0

(http://www.umd.be/HSF3/index.html) were used for gathering general information on the genes
harboring the variants and for prediction of their possible effect on the protein product. TargetScan
(http://www.targetscan.org/),

DIANA

microT
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v5.0

(http://diana.imis.athena-

innovation.gr/DianaTools/index.php?r=microT_CDS/index)

and

DIANA

TarBase

v7.0

(http://diana.imis.athena-innovation.gr/DianaTools/index.php?r=tarbase/index) were used to further
assess

variants

predicted

to

disrupt

a

miRNA

binding

site.

The

Expression

Atlas

(https://www.ebi.ac.uk/gxa/home) and The Human Protein Atlas (HPA: http://www.proteinatlas.org/)
were used to compare the expression of the genes harboring the candidate variants and their protein
products in BC and in normal breast tissue.

4.1.1 Insertion or deletion variants (indels) predicted to lead to protein
truncation or disrupted miRNA binding
4.1.1.1

COPZ2

COPZ2 (coatomer protein complex, subunit zeta 2) is located on chromosome 17q21.32 (70). This
gene contains 11 exons and encodes for a protein that is 210 amino acids (aa) long (73, 74). The
COPZ2 protein is a subunit of the coatomer complex which is associated with Golgi non-clathrincoated vesicles. These vesicles mediate protein transport from the endoplastic reticulum (ER) to the
trans-Golgi network. The coatomer complex is essential for transport of dilysine-tagged proteins. By
sequence similarity, it is likely that the zeta subunit is involved in the assembly of the coat (73).
Although it has been shown that COPZ2 is down-regulated in various cancer cell-lines, it does not
display tumor-suppressive activities. It does however harbor miRNA-152 in one of its introns, which is
a tumor-suppressive miRNA that is silenced in tumor cell lines along with COPZ2 and has been shown
to be silenced by hypermethylation in endometrial cancer. COPZ2 down-regulation in cancer cell-lines
is therefore more likely to be a by-product of the oncogenic silencing of miRNA-152 (75, 76).
The variant, c.57_58dupCC, was present in 2 out of 4 sequenced BC cases in the family according
to the WGS data but due to background in the Sanger-sequencing, it could not be confirmed. The
variant is an insertion of two cytosine (C) bases in exon 3, causing the introduction of a stop codon 54
aa into the protein product. The variant has not been previously reported and therefore lacks
frequency information. Since COPZ2 is not likely a tumor-suppressor protein and the variant is not
expected to lead to a loss of miRNA-152 expression, no further efforts were made trying to verify its
existence.

4.1.1.2

MTMR3

MTMR3 (myotubularin related protein 3) is located on chromosome 22q12.2 (70). This gene contains
20 exons and encodes for a 1198 aa long protein. The MTMR3 protein is a phosphatase that acts in
the metabolism of lipids with a phosphoinositol headgroup (73, 74). MTMR3 has been shown to
promote growth of colorectal cancer (CRC) cells while a recent study indicates that increased
expression of MTMR3 through the down-regulation of its regulatory miRNA hsa-miR-100 has anticancer effects in BC cell lines (77, 78).
The variant, c.*247_*248insT, is present in 2 of the 4 sequenced BC cases in the family according
to the WGS data but due to the nature of the sequence surrounding the variant (poly-T site) it could
not be confidently confirmed. It is located at the end of a predicted binding site of hsa-miR-208a and
hsa-miR-208b, spanning bases 241-247 of the 3’UTR region of MTMR3 (79). According to DIANATarBase, this has not been confirmed to be a real miRNA target site (80). The variant is an insertion of
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a tyrosine (T) nucleotide to a sequence of 13 T nucleotides, starting at the end of the predicted miRNA
binding site. There are two reports in dbSNP of variants adding a T to this poly-T sequence
(rs139430397 and rs200777264), but neither has a known frequency (81). Since the variant does not
change the sequence of the predicted miRNA binding site, further efforts were not made to confirm its
existence.

4.1.1.3

SLC9A3R2

SLC9A3R2 (solute carrier family 9, subfamily A (NHE3, cation proton antiporter 3), member 3
regulator 2) is located on chromosome 16p13.3. This gene contains 6 exons and encodes for a protein
called Na(+)/H(+) exchange regulatory cofactor NHE-RF2 (NHERF-2) (73, 74). This is a scaffolding
protein that connects to plasma membrane proteins and helps link them to the cytoskeleton and
regulate their surface localization (73). NHERF-2 is a negative regulator of endothelial proliferation
and recruits the tumor-suppressor PTEN to PDGFR (platelet derived growth factor) to restrict
activation of PI3 kinase. This suggests that NHERF-2 has a helper role in PTEN tumor suppression
(82, 83). In a more recent study, NHERF-2 was shown to interact with estrogen receptor alpha (ERα).
Over-expression of NHERF-2 was shown to increase ERα activation in MCF7 BC cells and increase
cell proliferation and tumor formation in mice. The same study found NHERF-2 to be up-regulated in
50% of BC tumor samples. The authors concluded that NHERF-2 is a co-activator of ERα and that it
possibly participates in the development of estrogen-dependent BC (84).
The variant, c.*394_*395delAT, is present in 2 of the 4 sequenced BC cases in the family
according to the WGS data but due to background in the Sanger-sequencing, it could not be
confirmed to be present. The location of the variant in the 3’ UTR of the gene was predicted by
TargetScan 5.2 (the version incorporated by IVA) to be a binding site for hsa-miR-494. This binding
site is not predicted by the most recent version of TargetScan (version 6.2) or by DIANA-MicroT, and
SLC9A3R2 is not a validated target of hsa-miR-494 according to DIANA-TarBase v7.0 (79, 80, 85).
The variant is recorded in dbSNP (rs200451810) and has a frequency of 0.7% in the 1000 Genomes
EUR dataset (European populations) (81, 86, 87). Based mainly on the lack of evidence behind the
binding of hsa-miR-494 to the 3’UTR region of SLC9A3R2, work with this variant was not continued.

4.1.2 Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) leading to protein-truncation or
disrupted miRNA binding
4.1.2.1

INMT

INMT (indolethylamine N-methyltransferase) is located on chromosome 7p14.3 (70). This gene
contains 3 exons and encodes for a 263 aa protein. The INMT protein functions as a thioether Smethyltransferase and is predicted (by sequence similarity) to play a role in the detoxification of
selenium compounds (73, 74). According to the EMBL-EBI Expression Atlas, INMT expression is low
in normal breast tissue and even lower in breast cancer cell lines (88). Deregulated expression of
INMT associated with PTEN loss has been reported in endometrial cancer and down-regulation of
INMT has been shown to be correlated with more aggressive disease in pancreatic cancer (89).
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The variant, c.791G>C, is a stop-loss variant that was validated to be present in 2 out of the 4
sequenced BC cases in the family. It is listed in dbSNP (rs61741736) and has a frequency of 0.93% in
CG Public Genomes, 3.4% in the 1000 Genomes EUR (European) dataset and 3.60% in the ESP
(population of European ancestry). The variant was not excluded by IVA because the 1000 Genomes
global frequency (incorporated by IVA) is 1.2% and when the analysis was performed, the ESP
European frequency was not available (81, 86, 87, 90). It is easy to assume that such a variant would
result in an extension of the reading frame until the next in-frame stop-codon is encountered. If this
was the case, then this variant would result in the addition of 20 aa to the protein product. However,
too few human stop-loss mutations have been studied too allow for such a conclusion. In yeast,
nonstop mRNAs (lacking stop codons) are removed by “nonstop mRNA decay” or their protein
products are degraded by the proteosome. Studies indicate that in humans, the expression of nonstop
mRNAs is generally unaltered while translation is blocked before the synthesis of full-length
polypeptides is completed. A meta-analysis on 119 disease causing stop-loss mutations from the
Human Gene Mutation Database (HGMD) indicates that the distance from the mutated stop codon to
the next stop codon is a “key determinant of whether a given nonstop mutation will come to clinical
attention”. The analysis showed that there is a significant excess of disease causing stop-loss
mutations that have in-frame stop codons 150-199 nucleotides downstream of the mutated stop codon
(compared to control DNA sequences). This indicates that if the next in-frame stop codon is more than
150 bases downstream, there is an increased chance that the mutation causes a clinically significant
phenotype. This study also found that there is a scarcity of disease-causing mutations with alternative
stop codons 0-49 nucleotides downstream from the mutation, meaning that such mutations are less
likely to have a clinical effect (91). These results make it less likely that the INMT c.791G>C variant,
which has an in-frame stop codon 60 nucleotides downstream, causes decreased levels of INMT and
a clinically significant phenotype. Although studies indicate that INMT is possibly down-regulated in
BC and other cancers, due to lack of knowledge regarding how the loss of INMT might contribute to
disease predisposition and uncertainty that the variant causes loss of INMT function, it was decided
not to include this variant in a case-control study.

4.1.2.2

TROAP

TROAP (Trophinin associated protein) is located on chromosome 12q13.12 (70). It encodes a 778 aa
protein called tastin. Tastin is thought to be involved, along with bystin and trophinin, in a cell adhesion
complex likely to be involved in the initial attachment of a blastocyst to the uterus (73). Tastin may also
be required for spindle assembly and centrosome integrity during mitosis, and is widely expressed in
rapidly proliferating tumor cell lines. Loss of tastin expression causes mitotic block, inhibiting cell
proliferation (92). According to the Human Protein Atlas (HPA), expression of TROAP is seen in low to
medium levels in normal breast tissue. In BC tissue, low staining is seen in 2 out of 11 samples while
the rest show no staining (93).
The variant, c.1493C>G, was confirmed to be present in 2 out of 4 sequenced BC cases. The
variant, which has not been reported before, is a nonsense variant that turns a serine residue at
position 498 into a stop-codon resulting in a loss of approximately one-third of the protein product. The
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wild-type tastin protein contains 4x33 aa approximate tandem repeats (nearly identical sequences of
33 aa are repeated four times) between aa 516-647, although alternatively spliced isoforms that lack
this part of the protein do exist (73, 74). Since the literature suggests that tastin is essential for cellcycle progression (making it unlikely to be a tumor suppressor), it was decided not to include the
variant in a case-control study.

4.1.2.3

MAPK1lP1L

MAPK1lP1L (MAPK-interacting and spindle-stabilizing protein-like or mitogen-activated protein kinase
1 interacting protein 1-like) is located on chromosome 14q22.3 and encodes for a 245 aa protein (70,
73, 74). Not much is known about the function of the protein, except that it is involved in maintaining
spindle integrity during cytostatic factor (CSF) arrest in the second metaphase of meiosis in mouse
oocytes (94). No information is available in HPA on the expression of the protein in normal breast
tissue, but in BC expression is high in 1/9 samples, medium in 6/9 samples and low in 2/9 samples
(93). In the EMBL-EBI Expression Atlas, the expression of MAPK1lP1L in normal breast tissue from
two studies is recorded. One of the studies shows low expression of the gene and the other study
shows medium expression (88).
The variant, c.*181A>C, was validated to be present in 3 out of the 4 sequenced BC cases. The
variant is listed in dbSNP (rs45513892) and has a frequency of 2.5% in the 1000 Genomes global
dataset (incorporated by IVA) and 3.7% in the 1000 Genomes EUR dataset (81, 86). It is located in
the 3’UTR of MAPK1lP1L, site predicted by TargetScan 5.2 to be a binding site for hsa-miR-219-5p.
This binding site is however not predicted by the most recent version of TargetScan (version 6.2) or by
DIANA-MicroT. According to DIANA-TarBase v7.0, MAPK1lP1L is not a validated target of hsa-miR219-5p (79, 80, 85). Based on lack of information regarding the function of the protein in humans and
scarce evidence behind the binding of hsa-miR-219-5p to the 3’UTR of MAPK1lP1L, this variant was
not included in a case-control study.

4.1.2.4

DCAF7

DCAF7 (DDB1 and CUL4 associated factor 7) is located on 17q23.3 (70), in a region frequently
amplified in BC (95). This highly conserved gene encodes for a 342 aa protein involved in craniofacial
development and is possibly involved in skin development (73). DCAF7 has multiple WD40 repeats
which enable the assembly of multiprotein complexes, and DCAF7 has been shown to be part of a
nuclear complex along with ZNF703, PHB2 and NCOR2. ZNF703 amplification has been shown to
have a role in the oncogenesis of luminal B breast tumors (96). According to the EMBL-EBI
Expression Atlas, DCAF7 has low expression in normal BC tissue. It is, however, more highly
expressed in various BC cell-lines (88).
The variant, c.*153C>T, was validated to be present in 3 of the 4 sequenced BC cases. It is listed
in dbSNP (rs72845886) and has a reported frequency of 5.8% in the 1000 Genomes EUR dataset (81,
86). When the analysis was performed, the only known frequency for the variant was 2.57% from the
1000 Genomes global dataset. Therefore, the variant was not excluded in the IVA filtering process.
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The variant is located in the 3’UTR of DCAF7, in a site predicted by TargetScan and DIANA-MicroT to
be a conserved binding site of hsa-miR-193b-3p (79, 85). The binding of hsa-miR-193b-3p to DCAF7
mRNA has been indirectly validated according to DIANA-TarBase 7.0 (80). In the publication cited by
TarBase, over-expression of mir193b in a melanoma cell-line was shown to result in down-regulation
of DCAF7 and repress cell proliferation (97). In addition to this, the mutated base seems to be the
most conserved base in the predicted binding site; receiving a GERP score of 5.73 (GERP scores
range from -12.36 and up to 6.18 for the most conserved bases). Based on the evidence listed here, it
was decided to include this variant in a case-control analysis.

4.1.2.5

ASPSCR1

ASPSCR1 (alveolar soft part sarcoma chromosome region, candidate 1) is located on chromosome
17q25.3 (70). This gene contains 17 exons and encodes for a 647 aa protein called Tether containing
UBX domain for GLUT4. It is a tethering protein that controls the amount of glucose transporter type 4
(GLUT4) available at the cell surface in response to insulin stimulation. ASPSCR1 has been identified
as a proto-oncogene, based on a translocation which forms an ASPSCR1-TFE3 fusion protein that
has been found in patients with alveolar soft part sarcoma and renal cell carcinoma. This translocation
has not been reported in BC (73). According to HPA, the ASPSCR1 protein is expressed in low to
medium levels in both normal and cancerous breast tissue (93). The EMBL-EBI Expression Atlas
reports relatively low expression levels of ASPSCR1 in normal breast tissue and the vast majority of
BC cell lines are reported to have similar expression of ASPSCR1 as normal breast tissue (88).
The variant, c.1354-2A>T, is present in 3 of the 4 sequenced BC cases in the family, according to
the results of the WGS but due to an impure PCR product, indicating non-specific binding of the
primers, the variant could not be confirmed. The variant, which is listed in dbSNP (rs199665633), has
a frequency of 0.58% in the ESP (population of European ancestry) and 0.4% in the 1000 Genomes
EUR dataset (81, 86, 90) and is located in an acceptor splice site in front of exon 13. According to the
Human Splicing Finder the variant most probably affects splicing, although there is an alternative inframe splice site located 6 bases downstream (98). If this alternative splice site would be used, it
would result in the loss of two aa (proline and glutamine) from the protein product. The ASPSCR1
protein has 9 alternative protein-coding transcripts, only one of which contains exon 13. No
information on the expression of different transcripts could be found, but the canonical isoform does
not include exon 13. The main functional domain of the protein (UBX domain) is encoded by exons 912 and a portion of exon 14 (which is exon 13 in the canonical isoform) (73, 74). Based on the
literature, ASPSCR1 is an unlikely tumor suppressor and the variant is unlikely to affect the function of
the protein in a substantial manner. Therefore, it was decided not to continue further with this variant.

4.1.2.6

MYT1

MYT1 (myelin transcription factor 1) is located on chromosome 20q13.33 (70). This gene encodes for
a 1121 aa zinc-finger DNA-binding protein which may have a role in the development of the nervous
system (73). This protein has not been studied in the context of cancer, except that increased
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expression has been reported in high-grade human brain tumors (99). According to HPA, the MYT1
protein is expressed in low levels in both normal and cancerous breast tissue (93). The EMBL-EBI
Expression Atlas reports no expression of MYT1 in normal breast tissue and the vast majority of BC
cell lines. In the few BC cell lines that do have expression of MYT1, the expression of the gene is low
(88).
The variant, c.*305G>T, is present in 3 out of the 4 sequenced BC cases in the family, according to
the results of the WGS but since no PCR amplification was achieved by the designed primer pair, it
could not be confirmed. The variant is recorded in dbSNP (rs34316071) and has a reported frequency
of 2.1% in the 1000 Genomes global dataset (incorporated by IVA) and 4.5% in the 1000 Genomes
EUR dataset (81, 86). It is located in a binding site of hsa-miR-146a and hsa-miR-146b-5p, as
predicted by TargetScan (79). This binding site is also predicted by DIANA-MicroT but according to
TarBase, MYT1 is not a validated target of either of these miRNA molecules (80, 85). Based on MYT1
mainly having a role in the nervous system, and that the variant is not in a validated miRNA binding
site, it was decided not to continue further with this variant.

4.1.2.7

PPP6R1

PPP6R1 (protein phosphatase 6, regulatory subunit 1) is located on chromosome 19q13.42 (70). It
encodes for an 881 aa protein which is a regulatory subunit of protein phosphatase 6 (PP6) and may
function as a scaffolding PP6 subunit (73). No studies were found that link PPP6R1 to cancer.
According to HPA, the protein is expressed at low levels in normal breast tissue while expression in
BC ranges from being not detected to medium expression (93). In the EMBL-EBI Expression Atlas,
one study reports no expression of PPP6R1 while another reports low expression of the gene. Eight
studies have looked at the expression of the gene in BC cell lines and they show that although
PPP6R1 is generally up-regulated, it is not highly expressed (88).
The variant, c.*525G>A, is present in 2 out of the 4 sequenced BC cases in the family, according to
the results of the WGS but due to background in the Sanger-sequencing, it could not be confirmed to
be present. It is recorded in dbSNP (rs77942969) and has a recorded frequency of 0.5% in the 1000
Genomes global dataset and 1.0% in the 1000 Genomes EUR dataset (81, 86). It is located in the
3’UTR of PPP6R1, in a site predicted by TargetScan to be a binding site of hsa-miR-506 and hsa-miR124 (79). This binding is, however, not predicted by DIANA-MicroT and according to TarBase,
PPP6R1 is not a validated target of either of these miRNA molecules (80, 85). Based on the limited
information available on the function of PPP6R1 and lack of evidence behind the binding of the miRNA
molecules to the region where the variant is located, it was decided not to continue further with this
variant.

4.2 Screening for potential high-risk mutations
Based on the information gathered on the 10 variants listed above, 1 SNP (c.*153C>T in DCAF7) was
considered of sufficient interest to be included in a case-control study, in addition to the 4 validated
indel variants previously selected. Each of the indels was screened for by fragment analysis in ~300
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cases and ~300 controls to get a rough estimate of their frequencies in these groups. The SNP was
®

screened by using a TaqMan genotyping assay in ~1000 total cases and controls, or as the quantity
of the assay mix allowed. The results of the screening for the 5 variants can be seen in table 2.

Table 2: Results of the initial screening for selected variants in BC cases and controls. Indels were
®
screened by fragment-analysis and the SNP was screened by a TaqMan genotyping assay.
The primers that were used can be seen in supplementary table 1.
Gene

Transcript Variant

MAF in controls (n*)

MAF in BC cases (n*)

p-value**

ZNF488

c.194delC

0.008 (314)

0.015 (339)

0.304

ZNF534

c.2021dupC

0.010 (300)

0.006 (351)

0.527

GID8

c.*586delG

0.017 (327)

0.022 (275)

0.535

TRMT44

c.1928-2_1929delAGAG

0.000 (292)

0.0014 (363)

1.000

DCAF7
c.*153C>T
0.061 (270)
0.058 (693)
0.83
* Number of genotyped samples.
**p-value from Fisher’s exact test, performed in the R-Project (version 2.15.1) using the epiR package.
Chi-square tests for Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium (HWE) were performed using the R-project to see
if the results of the genotyping of the variants were as expected. Deviation from HWE was not
significant for any of the variants. The results of the screening for the 5 candidate variants didn’t show
a significant difference in the frequency of any of the variants in BC cases versus controls. For three
variants, ZNF534 c.2021dupC, GID8 c.*586delG and DCAF7 c.*153C>T, the difference in frequencies
between the BC cases and the controls would not reach significance even if all available cases and
controls were to be screened (around 1500 BC cases and 6000 controls) and the frequencies of the
variants remained the same. These variants are therefore unlikely to be high-risk BC mutations and
were not studied further. For the other two variants, ZNF488 c.194delC and TRMT44 c.19282_1929delAGAG, the frequency of the variants was higher in BC cases than controls and the
difference would reach significance if all available samples were to be screened and the frequencies
of the variants remained the same. For ZNF488 c.194delC, this would result in a p-value of 0.0009281
and for TRMT44 c.1928-2_1929delAGAG the p-value would be 0.001597. These variants were
therefore included in further studies.

4.2.1 The ZNF488 c.194delC variant
The results of the initial screening indicated that if ZNF488 c.194delC was a predisposing mutation, it
would be one associated with a moderate increase in risk (OR based on initial screening = 1.88). It
was decided to screen more samples for the ZNF488 variant and see if the frequencies remained the
same. When the number of screened BC cases and controls had been doubled, the frequencies in the
groups had evened out (see table 3). Chi-square tests for Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium (HWE)
revealed that the results of the screening did not deviate significantly from HWE. It was decided not to
continue working with this variant.
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Table 3: Screening for ZNF488 c.194delC in additional BC cases and controls. The screening was
performed using fragment analysis and the sequences of the primers that were used can be
seen in supplementary table 1.
Gene

Trancript Variant

MAF in controls (n*)

MAF in BC cases (n*)

p-value**

ZNF488

c.194delC

0.011 (660)

0.011 (688)

1.000

*Number of genotyped samples.
** p-value from Fisher’s exact test, performed in the R-Project (2.15.1) using the epiR package.

4.2.2 The TRMT44 c.1928-2_1929delAGAG variant
Since no carriers of the TRMT44 c.1928-2_1929delAGAG variant were found in the controls, it’s not
possible to calculate its OR. However, based on its very low frequency and that it was not identified in
any controls, it could be a very rare high-risk mutation. The variant was only detected in one BC case
during the screening process. When looking at the family history of this positive BC case, it proved to
st

nd

be strong (four 1 and 2 -degree relatives with BC), providing further evidence of possible high risk.
Based on this, it was decided to perform a segregation analysis of TRMT44 c.1928-2_1929delAGAG
in the sequenced family to see if it segregated with the BC cases as well as screen for the variant in
more unselected BC cases to see if more positive BC cases were found, and then see if those cases
also belonged to families with history of BC. The segregation analysis revealed that three out of six
diagnosed BC cases in the sequenced family and one out of two OC cases were positive carriers of
the variant (see figure 13).

Figure 13: Segregation analysis of TRMT44 c.1928-2_1929delAGAG in the sequenced family. Circles
denote women and squares represent men. Circles that are half-filled with black represent
BC diagnosis and circles quarter-filled with black represent OC diagnosis. The arrows point
to women whose blood samples were whole-genome sequenced. Individuals with
sequenced tumor samples are marked with an asterisk. The age of first cancer diagnosis is
written below each of the women from whom samples were analyzed. Women that are
heterozygous carriers of the TRMT44 c.1928-2_1929delAGAG variant are marked “Aa” and
women that are not carriers are marked “AA”. Three out of six BC cases in the family and
one out of two OC cases are carriers.
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The results of the screening for the TRMT44 c.1928-2_1929delAGAG variant in 434 additional
unselected BC cases didn’t reveal additional carriers (see table 4). Chi-square tests for HWE revealed
that the results of the screening in BC-cases did not deviate significantly from HWE. No positive
control samples were identified, so a HWE test was not applicable in the control group. Since the
results of the segregation analysis and screening in BC cases and controls do not add strength to the
original findings, it is not very likely TRMT44 c.1928-2_1929delAGAG is a high-risk mutation.

Table 4: Screening for TRMT44 c.1928-2_1929delAGAG in additional BC cases. The screening was
performed using fragment analysis and the sequences of the primers that were used can be
seen in supplementary table 1.
Gene

Transcript Variant

MAF in controls (n*)

MAF in BC cases (n*)

p-value**

TRMT44

c.1928-2_1929delAGAG

0.000 (292)

0.00063 (797)

1.000

*Number of genotyped samples.
** p-value from Fisher’s exact test, performed in the R-Project (version 2.15.1) using the epiR
package.

4.3 WGS analysis - Searching for moderate-risk variants in four families
with multiple breast cancer cases suggestive of segregating a high-risk
genetic factor
Based on the results of the search for a high-risk BC mutations in the family analyzed in the first part
of this MSc project (figure 1a), along with the results of a recent M.Sc. project by Edda Sigríður
Freysteinsdóttir, “A search for a cancer susceptibility gene in a high risk breast cancer family without a
mutation in BRCA1 and BRCA2”, where the family in figure 1b was the focus of the study, and
unpublished analysis of families in figure 1c-d by the supervisors of this MSc study, it is not very likely
that these BC families can be explained by high-risk mutations in protein coding genes. Since several
studies have suggested that the majority of the missing BC heritability is due to polygenic inheritance
(53), it was decided to continue by focusing the search in the families towards finding moderate-risk
mutations whose combined effects might explain the increased risk of BC. It was also decided that in
this part of the project, variants in DNA repair genes would be put in priority. This decision was made
based on numerous previous findings linking mutations in known DNA repair genes to BC
susceptibility (13).
WGS data from 17 samples from 13 BC cases was analyzed in IVA (both blood and tumor samples
were sequenced from four of the cases). In IVA, variants were filtered based on their call quality,
frequency and predicted deleteriousness. Only variants with CQ ≥ 20 were kept. In this part of the
project, we wanted to be able to identify variants with a moderate effect on BC predisposition. Since
such variants are generally not as rare as high-risk mutations, variants with a known frequency of up
to 5% (instead of ≤ 3%) in the incorporated databases were kept. Variants observed or predicted to be
pathogenic, likely pathogenic or of uncertain significance were kept, along with variants predicted to
cause a net loss- or gain-of-function. Since the search was not focused on a specific inheritance
model in this part of the project and only variants in selected genes were considered, the genetic
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analysis filter and the biological context filter were not applied. The filtering process in IVA left 19.003
variants that were exported to Microsoft Office Excel to be further analyzed.
In Excel, variants that were only present in tumors were removed. The CQ conditions were made
more stringent, and only variants with CQ ≥ 60 in at least 1 sample were kept. Variants within any of
312 genes directly annotated as double-strand break repair genes or DNA repair genes in the Gene
Ontology AmiGO database were kept. In addition to its own assessment of deleteriousness, IVA
incorporates two tools that predict the impact of missense variants on protein function; SIFT (100) and
PolyPhen-2 (101). To increase the chances of selecting variants that were truly deleterious, it was
decided to assess the remaining variants by three additional web-based function prediction tools;
MutationAssessor (102), PROVEAN (Protein Variation Effect Analyzer) (103) and Condel (Consensus
Deleteriousness score) (104). These tools were selected based on their different approaches for
assessing the predicted impact of variants. The algorithm applied by MutationAssessor mainly takes
into account the evolutionary conservation of specific residues within protein families and their
subfamilies (102). PROVEAN is also based on conservation, but the scoring system is not only
determined by the position of the amino acid where the variation is observed but also by the
surrounding sequence (103). The Condel score consists of a weighted average of the scores of
MutationAssessor and FATHMM (Functional Analysis Through Hidden Markov Models). FATHMM
incorporates Hidden Markov Models, which are powerful probabilistic models capable of capturing
position-specific information within a multiple sequence alignment of homologous sequences (35). A
variant had to be deleterious or damaging according to at least two out of these six prediction tools to
be further considered in this analysis. A total of 40 variants met all these criteria.
For economic reasons, it was decided that only variants with available frequencies from an exomechip performed on 2983 samples from the AGES-Reykjavik (provided by the Icelandic Heart
Association) would be considered. By making use of this information, it was financially possible to
screen for more variants than otherwise would have been possible. Calculations were performed to
evaluate the frequency of the variants that we had statistical power to identify as predisposing. The
results were that with the control frequencies from the AGES-Reykjavik cohort, the ~1500 total BC
samples we have available to screen and with the aim of identifying variants with an RR as low as 1.5,
the frequency of the variants could be as low as 1% in the general population for the association to be
significant (theoretical p-value = 0.0476). Therefore, variants with frequencies between 1-5% in the
Icelandic population were kept. Out of the 16 variants that now remained, one variant (p.G998E in the
gene PALB2) had been screened for in large cohorts of BC cases and controls (n=1846 and 2168,
respectively) and revealed to be a benign variant in a study published by Rahman et.al. in 2007 (105).
This left 15 candidate variants to be screened for in BC cases. These variants are detailed in table 5.
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Table 5: Variants in DNA repair genes selected for case-control study and their predicted functional impact.
Chromosome

Gene

Transcript Variant

Protein Variant

dbSNP ID

Cases

Mutation
Assessor

PROVEAN

Condel

SIFT

PolyPhen-2

IVA
Assessment

15q26.1

TICRR

c.2240T>C

p.V747A

12905387

1

medium

Deleterious

N

Damaging

Possibly
Damaging

Uncertain
Significance

11q22.3

ATM

c.2572T>C

p.F858L

1800056

1

medium

Deleterious

N

Tolerated

Benign

Likely Benign

10q11.23

ERCC6

c.2741C>T

p.T914M

142580756

1

high

Deleterious

D

Damaging

Probably
Damaging

Uncertain
Significance

11q22.3

ATM

c.3161C>G

p.P1054R

1800057

1

medium

Deleterious

D

Damaging

Probably
Damaging

Uncertain
Significance

17q23.3

POLG2

c.1247G>C

p.G416A

17850455

1

medium

Neutral

D

Tolerated

Probably
Damaging

Uncertain
Significance

15q22.31

PIF1

c.850T>C

p.C284R

118062397

1

medium

Deleterious

D

Damaging

Probably
Damaging

Uncertain
Significance

19q13.33

LIG1

c.1226G>A

p.R409H

4987068

1

low

Deleterious

N

Damaging

Benign

Uncertain
Significance

6p21.33

MDC1

c.5648G>A

p.R1883Q

28994875

1

medium

Neutral

N

Damaging

Probably
Damaging

Uncertain
Significance

14q11.2

PARP2

c.704A>G

p.D235G

3093921

3

medium

Deleterious

N

Tolerated

Benign

Uncertain
Significance

14q21.2

FANCM

c.4799C>T

p.T1600I

61746943

1

low

Deleterious

D

Damaging

Benign

Uncertain
Significance

14q11.2

SUPT16H

c.1244C>G

p.A415G

61739513

2

medium

Deleterious

D

Tolerated

Benign

Likely Benign

5q13.2

CDK7

c.854C>T

p.T285M

34584424

1

high

Deleterious

D

Damaging

Probably
Damaging

Uncertain
Significance

8q24.3

RECQL4

c.2395G>A

p.V799M

34293591

1

medium

Neutral

N

Damaging

Probably
Damaging

Likely Benign

1q43

EXO1

c.836A>G

p.N279S

4149909

1

medium

Deleterious

N

Damaging

Probably
Damaging

Uncertain
Significance

13q33.1

ERCC5

c.760A>G

p.M254V

1047769

2

medium

Deleterious

N

Damaging

Benign

Likely Benign

MutationAssessor: Medium or high functional impact was considered as deleterious/damaging. PolyPhen-2: Probably damaging variants were considered as
deleterious/damaging. Condel: D = Deleterious, N = Neutral.
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4.4 Screening for potential moderate-risk variants
The 15 candidate variants were screened for simultaneously using a SNP genotyping technique called
®

®

iPLEX Gold, performed on a MassARRAY system from Agena Bioscience (72). This method of
screening was chosen because it allows for the genotyping of up to 40 variants in one reaction in a
cost-effective manner (http://agenabio.com/products/applications/genotyping-and-mutation-detection/).
This system is not available in Iceland, and based on communication with several facilities in the USA
®

and Sweden which offer iPLEX Gold genotyping, the Mutation Analysis Facility (MAF) at Karolinska
University Hospital in Stockholm, Sweden (http://www.maf.ki.se/) was the most experienced and costeffective. It was therefore decided to send BC samples there for screening. Due to budgetary reasons,
not all available BC cases were screened during this round of screening. It was decided to screen 540
BC cases for the 15 candidate variants since the results of the screening of this many samples could
serve as a good indicator to see if any of the variants were interesting candidates for screening in the
rest of the available BC cases (p-value < 0.01 for for the most rare variant that was included given an
expected RR of ~2.0). Unfortunately, one variant (ERCC5 c.760A>G) didn’t fit in the design of the
®

iPLEX Gold reaction, and for another variant, (RECQL4 c.2395G>A), the assay failed. These variants
®

have since been included in another iPLEX Gold project, for which results are expected later this
year. The screening was successful for the other 13 variants, the results of which can be seen in table
6. The results indicate that none of the candidate variants predispose to BC.

Table 6: Screening for selected variants in DNA repair genes in BC cases and controls. Control
frequencies were determined by exome-chip on samples from the AGES-Reykjavik cohort
and were provided by the Icelandic Heart Association (IHA). Frequencies in BC cases were
®
determined by iPLEX Gold genotyping, performed at the Mutation Analysis Facility at
Karolinska University Hospital in Stockholm, Sweden.
Gene

Trancript variant

MAF in controls (n=2983)

MAF in BC Cases (n=540)

OR**

p-value**

PIF1

c.850T>C

0.025

0.023

0.91

0.751

TICRR

c.2240T>C

0.013

0.015

1.14

0.665

ERCC6

c.2741C>T

0.017

0.015

0.88

0.795

POLG2

c.1247G>C

0.022

0.023

1.04

0.824

ATM

c.2572T>C

0.015

0.013

0.86

0.682

ATM

c.3161C>G

0.021

0.023

1.10

0.648

MDC1

c.5648G>A

0.028

0.018

0.62

0.050

PARP2

c.704A>G

0.030

0.030

0.98

1.000

CDK7

c.854C>T

0.035

0.043

1.23

0.216

EXO1

c.836A>G

0.044

0.044

0.99

1.000

LIG1

c.1226G>A

0.025

0.016

0.61

0.065

SUPT16H

c.1244C>G

0.034

0.038

1.12

0.526

FANCM

c.4799C>T

0.031

0.031

1.03

0.848

*Number of genotyped samples.
**OR and p-value from Fisher’s exact test, performed in the R-Project (version 2.15.1) using the epiR
package.
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5 Discussion
In the first part of this project, WGS data from four BC cases belonging to one Icelandic HBC family
were analyzed with the aim of identifying a high-risk mutation that could explain the increased risk of
BC within the family. The main focus of the search was on variants predicted to alter protein function
or gene expression through protein-truncation or disrupted binding of miRNA, resulting in five
candidate variants taken forward to a screen in BC cases and controls. None of the variants showed a
significant difference in frequency between the groups. In the second part of the project, WGS data
from nine BC cases belonging to three additional HBC families were added to the analysis with the
aim of identifying moderate-risk variants that contribute to the increased risk of BC in a polygenic
fashion. Variants in genes that have a role in DNA repair were focused on, resulting in 13 candidate
variants being screened for. None of the variants showed a significant difference in frequency between
BC cases and controls.

5.1 Project background
In the four HBC families that were analyzed in this project, the number of BC cases and the average
age of diagnosis indicate that hereditary factors play an important role. The families and the
sequenced individuals were selected for WGS based on the following criteria: 1) the BC history within
the family shows a pattern of dominant inheritance, 2) the family is negative for Icelandic founder
mutations in BRCA1 and BRCA2, 3) the individuals were relatively young when they were diagnosed
with BC and 4) high quality DNA samples were available from three or more BC cases within the
family. Three out of the four families (figure 1b-d) had previously been analyzed in a GWL analysis by
Arason et.al. (51). In the study, the three families were analyzed alongside six other non-BRCA1/2
high-risk BC families, with the aim of finding whether new BRCA-like genes existed in Icelandic
families with an autosomal dominant inheritance pattern. One of families (not included in this project)
exhibited suggestive linkage signals at three chromosomes (2p, 6q and 14q), but the study did not
reveal evidence of one or two high-risk loci associated with BC. There is a possibility that the study
missed a high-risk locus due to lack of statistical power (the mutation being confined to one family and
the family being too small for significant linkage) or due to the presence of phenocopies (affected
cases not carrying the high-risk mutation segregating in the other cases in the family). Such a
mutation could possibly be reminiscent of the Icelandic BRCA1 founder mutation c.5074G>A, which is
estimated to be carried by <100 Icelanders and has been shown to segregate in two HBC families that
previously had shown linkage to the 17q locus that harbors BRCA1 (32). However, the study by
Arason et.al. indicated that the strong family history of the nine families included in the study is not
likely to be explained by one or a few high-risk mutations, but rather by two or more low- or moderaterisk variants that contribute to BC in a polygenic fashion (51). One of the three families included in the
GWL study (figure 1b) had also been the focus of another M.Sc. project, which aimed at identifying a
high-risk mutation. That project resulted in the identification of a very rare moderate-risk variant that
partly explains the BC clustering in the family. The supervisors of this M.Sc. project have also
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analyzed the other two families (figure 1c-d) and for both of them, preliminary data do not indicate that
the BC risk within these families is explained by segregation of a high-risk mutation.
The family focused on in the first part of the project (figure 1a) had not been analyzed before.
Therefore, the aim was to identify a high-risk mutation that could explain the BC clustering within that
family. In the second part of the project, the other three families were added to the analysis with the
aim of identifying mutations with moderate effects on risk, which together could cause increased risk
of BC within the families.

5.2 Filtering of variants detected by WGS
The WGS data were analyzed in IVA and in each part of the project the filtering pipeline was adjusted
according to the aim. In the first part of the project, the aim was to identify a high-risk mutation. We
therefore searched for predicted deleterious variants that were present in at least 2 of the 4
sequenced BC cases and were inherited in a dominant fashion. Although a high-risk mutation would
most likely be very rare in the general population, the filters were set to keep variants with a known
frequency of up to 3% in the first part of the project. The reason for this was that we also wanted to
keep the possibility of identifying moderate-risk variants with higher frequency that might segregate
within the family. IVA allows filtering of variants according to their phred-scaled quality scores (67).
The default setting of the call quality (CQ) filter is to keep variants with a phred-score of ≥ 20 and
according to IVA, this setting generally balances sensitivity and specificity well enough to identify
causal variants efficiently (68). A CQ score of 20 corresponds to a 99% chance of the base being
called correctly or alternatively, a 1 in a 100 chance of an incorrect call. However, through previous
work with WGS data from CG at our laboratory we had only been successful in verifying the results of
the WGS for variants with a CQ of at least 60. Therefore, it was decided to keep only variants with CQ
≥ 60, in at least one sample, corresponding to a 99.9999% chance of a correct base-call. It could be
argued that these call quality conditions were too strict and might lead to the exclusion of real (and
possibly predisposing) variants from the analysis. Indeed, when looking at published studies where
IVA has been used to analyze NGS data, most have kept the default setting of the CQ filter (106-108).
However, given that 5 out of the 18 variants that were successfully sequenced in the validation
process turned out to be errors in the WGS, these conditions are still not so strict that the need to
validate the results of the WGS is eradicated. Interestingly, all five variants that could not be validated
were indels while all of the six SNPs for which the sequencing was successful were validated to be
present. This suggests that stricter CQ conditions might be appropriate for indels than for SNPs. IVA
was also used to identify variants in genes that were known or predicted to affect BC and variants
known or predicted to affect genes that play a role in the same biological pathways as known BC
genes. Therefore, although only variants in genes that act in known or predicted BC-pathways were
kept, the possibility of identifying a high-risk variant residing within a gene that hasn’t been implicated
in BC pathogenesis before was kept open. Finally, only variants predicted to cause loss-of-function
(LOF) or to disrupt miRNA binding (which generally has a gain-of-function effect) were chosen. LOF
variants, which most often lead to the truncation of a protein, include insertions and deletions that
cause a shift in the reading frame of the mRNA (frameshift variants), nonsense variants that result in a
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premature stop-codon or the loss of a stop-codon (also called stop-loss or readthrough variants) and
variants that disrupt splice-sites which can lead to intron-retention or missing exons (109). The reason
for focusing on LOF variants is that most high-risk BC susceptibility mutations identified to date cause
LOF (49). MiRNAs are approximately 22 nucleotide RNAs which bind to complementary sites on
mRNAs, generally causing mRNA cleavage or translational repression (110) although recent studies
show that they are able to stimulate gene expression as well (111). Over the last few years, increased
interest in the regulatory effects of miRNAs has lead to the discovery of variants in miRNA binding
sites that predispose to various cancers (112), such as a SNP in a binding site for Let-7 in the 3’UTR
of the KRAS oncogene which confers an increased risk of non small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) (113).
Although variants in miRNA binding sites have not been shown to have more than a moderate effect
on cancer risk (112), we didn’t want to leave out the possibility of such a variant having an important
effect on the risk of BC in the family. This step left 24 variants on the candidate list, of which 13 were
successfully validated, 6 could not be validated because the PCR amplification or Sanger-sequencing
was unsuccessful and, as previously mentioned, 5 variants were not present in the original samples.
As the aim of the second part of the project was to identify variants with a moderate effect on BC
risk, some adjustments were made to the filtering process. Because such variants are likely to be
more frequent in the general population than high-risk mutations, variants with a known frequency of
up to 5% were kept. It was decided that in this part of the project, only variants in genes involved in
DNA repair would be further considered. This decision was based on the past success of the
candidate gene approach, focusing on genes acting in the same pathways as the BRCA genes, in
identifying variants with moderate effects on BC risk (12). Indeed, all moderate-risk BC genes
identified so far are directly involved in DNA repair (13). To increase the chances of selecting truly
deleterious variants, in addition to IVA’s assessment of deleteriousness and the incorporated SIFT
and PolyPhen-2 predictions, three additional online function-prediction tools (PROVEAN, Condel and
MutationAssessor) were used to assess each variant and only variants that were predicted deleterious
by at least two separate tools were kept. By making use of control frequencies from IHA’s AGESReykjavik cohort, we could afford selecting a higher number of variants for screening than we
otherwise could have since selected variants only had to be screened for in BC cases. However, this
meant postponing the screening of candidate variants not included in the IHA’s genotyping project.
Based on the selection criteria listed above, 15 variants with an estimated frequency of 1-5% in the
Icelandic population were selected for screening in a group of BC cases. The reason for confining the
frequency to 1-5% was that we expected this range to be within our power to detect statistical
significance (at level 0.05), given the number of samples available for testing and given the aim to
identify variants of moderate risk. A lower frequency would need a larger number of samples or a
higher risk effect of the variant, and a higher frequency would not be considered meaningful in the
search of moderate-risk variants. Ideally, when testing the frequencies of the selected variants, a
Bonferroni correction should be applied (49) but given the size of this study, the aim was rather to get
an idea of the effects of the variants on BC risk. If the results indicated that any of the variants were
causative then the specific effects of those variants would be studied further.
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5.3 Selection and screening of candidate variants
In the first part of the project, validated LOF and miRNA binding site indels were screened for in BC
cases and controls. These variants were TRMT44 c.1928-2_1929delAGAG, ZNF534 c.2021dupC,
ZNF488 c.194delC and GID8 c.*586delG. The results of the screening indicated that none of these
are high-risk mutations, although it cannot be ruled out that the TRMT44 variant predisposes to BC.
Apart from the sequenced family, the TRMT44 variant was only identified in one BC case and no
controls. Furthermore, segregation analysis in the family revealed that three of six BC cases and one
of two OC cases were carriers of the variant. If the TRMT44 variant confers high BC-risk, this family
would need other unrelated factors to explain the BC in the non-carriers. However, when the BC risks
associated with a variant are only two- to threefold, it would not necessarily segregate with the disease
(12) and therefore TRMT44 c.1928-2_1929delAGAG might have a moderate effect on BC risk. This
could be demonstrated by screening for the variant in all available unselected BC cases (~1500
cases) and controls (~6000), which would result in a p-value of 0.001597 given that the frequency of
the variant remained that same. The effect of the variant on BC susceptibility could also be studied by
identifying more carriers, looking at whether these carriers have a family history of BC and if so,
performing a segregation analysis to see if the variant segregates with BC more often than would be
expected by chance. In fact, the single carrier that was identified in the group of unselected BC cases
does belong to a family with a strong history of BC. However, since TRMT44 c.1928-2_1929delAGAG
was unlikely to be a high-risk mutation, and also because additional samples would need to be
collected and consents provided, segregation analysis was not performed in the family of the carrier.
In hindsight, the indel variants probably should have been assessed further before they were
screened for. Such an assessment likely would have lead to only the TRMT44 variant being screened
for. TRMT44 (tRNA methyltransferase 44 homolog) encodes for a 757 amino acid (aa) protein likely to
be a tRNA methyltransferase that functions in the cytoplasm (73). The gene has not been associated
with BC, but a missense variant within this gene is likely to cause Partial Epilepsy with Pericentral
Spikes (PEPS), which is a Mendelian form of idiopathic epilepsy (114). TRMT44 c.19282_1929delAGAG is predicted to result in an alteration of the length of an exon (98), shifting the
reading frame and introducing a premature stop-codon, thereby removing the predicted functional
domain of the protein (73). Although the variant causes LOF, it is important to keep in mind that not all
LOF variants are disease-causing. In fact, 2636 individuals sequenced by deCODE Genetics each
carried, on average, 149 LOF variants. Of those variants, 1.4 was only seen in 1 or 2 of the
sequenced individuals and thus is a very rare variant (115). This study indicated that even though a
variant is very rare and causes LOF, it is not necessarily associated with a disease. The other three
variants (ZNF534 c.2021dupC, ZNF488 c.194delC and GID8 c.*586delG) might have been considered
of less importance for a case-control study. The ZNF534 (zinc finger protein 534) c.2021dupC variant
lengthens the 674 aa protein by only 3 aa (73). A study mentioned in chapter 4.1.2.1 found that if the
distance from a mutated stop-codon to the next in-frame stop codon is less than 49 nucleotides the
mutation is less likely to have a clinical effect. Given that this also holds true for frameshift variants
that cause the loss of a stop-codon, the ZNF534 variant (which introduces a stop-codon only 5
nucleotides downstream from the wild-type stop-codon) is unlikely to cause a clinically significant
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phenotype. Although the ZNF488 (zinc finger protein 488) c.194delC variant shortens a 340 aa protein
down to 79 aa and therefore is likely to cause LOF, studies show that the expression of the gene and
its protein product is either low or not detected in normal breast tissue. Studies also indicate slight upregulation of the gene and protein in BC tissue compared to normal breast tissue (88, 93), indicating
that the loss of ZNF488 would not be beneficial to the development of BC. Finally, the GID8 (Glucoseinduced degradation protein 8 homolog) c.*586delG variant is the deletion of a guanine (G) at the end
of a predicted miRNA binding site for miR-342. According to DIANA-TarBase, binding of this miRNA to
the 3’UTR of GID8 has not been experimentally validated (80). Furthermore, the variant doesn’t
change the sequence of the predicted binding site since the next downstream base is also a G (70),
making it unlikely to affect miRNA binding.
Validated SNPs and variants that could not be validated due to unsuccessful amplification or
Sanger-sequencing were assessed using various databases. Following this, one additional variant,
DCAF7 c.*153C>T, was selected for screening in cases and controls. This decision was based on the
following evidence: 1) DCAF7 is part of a nuclear complex with ZNF703 which has a role in the
oncogenesis of luminal B breast tumors which indicates that DCAF7 might have a oncogenic role in
BC as well, 2) the variant is situated in the most conserved base of a predicted binding site for hsamiR-193b-3p, a miRNA which has been shown to down-regulate DCAF7, suggesting that this
predicted miRNA binding site is likely to be real and that the variant could disrupt binding of hsa-miR193b-3p to DCAF7 mRNA and 3) DCAF7 is more highly expressed in BC cell lines than normal BC
tissue suggesting that disruption of DCAF7 downregulation might have an oncogenic role. However,
the results of the screening did not indicate that the variant increases risk of BC. Since then, we have
come across evidence for why this variant is less likely to have an effect on the expression of DCAF7
than was originally thought. There are two predicted binding sites of hsa-miR-193b-3p in the 3’UTR of
DCAF7: the one where the variant is present and another one ~50 nucleotides upstream. By making
use of mirSVR scores (available on www.microrna.org) it is possible to rank miRNA target sites by
predicted down-regulation, and the upstream binding site receives a considerably lower mirSVR score
than the binding site in which the variant is present (-0.4517 vs. -0.0159, respectively). According to
the microrna.org site, the mirSVR score for the upstream binding site is considered a good score while
the other one is not (116). In the study that was cited by DIANA-TarBase as indirect validation of the
binding of hsa-miR-193b-3p to DCAF7, over-expression of the miRNA was shown to result in downregulation of DCAF7. No efforts were made to identify the specific mechanism of the regulation and
therefore it is possible that binding of the miRNA to the upstream binding site, rather than the binding
site in which the variant is located, is responsible for the down-regulation (97). In addition, when the
decision to screen for the DCAF7 variant was made, we were not aware of its high frequency in
European populations (5.8% in the 1000 Genomes EUR dataset). Since it is highly unlikely that such a
prevalent variant has more than a low effect on BC risk, this variant probably would not have been
chosen for a case-control study.
In the second part of the project, thirteen of the fifteen candidate variants were screened for
simultaneously in a set of BC cases and their frequencies compared to those from the AGESReykjavík cohort. The other two candidate variants could not be included due to technical difficulties
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and will be screened for as part of another project. The results of the screening indicated that none of
the variants is likely to have a moderate or high effect on BC risk. The variants were screened for in
540 unselected BC cases and the AGES-Reykjavik frequencies are based on the screening of 2983
individuals. To significantly detect a moderate-risk variant (OR ≥ 1.5) in this round, using the
frequencies from AGES-Reykjavik and given a significance cut-off of p = 0.0038 (corrected for 13 tests
using a Bonferroni correction) we would need to screen 10.000 unselected BC cases for the variants
(theoretical p-value from Fisher’s exact test for a variant with a frequency of 1% and an OR of 1.5,
based on 10,000 BC samples and 2,983 control samples = 0.003647, calculated in R-project). If all
available control samples (~6,000 samples) were screened and added to the AGES-Reykjavik
frequency, the number of available BC samples for screening (~1,500) would still need to be doubled
to reach a significant score (theoretical p-value from Fisher’s exact test for a variant with a frequency
of 1% and an OR of 1.5, based on 3,000 BC samples and 8,983 control samples = 0.002304,
calculated in R-project). Therefore, if the screening had indicated that a variant was likely to
predispose to BC, we would not have been able to significantly demonstrate its effect on BC risk
without expanding our cohort considerably and/or establishing a collaboration with colleagues abroad
with large sets of BC cases and controls and/or with deCODE Genetics that have developed a method
to impute genotypes of detected variants into > 100,000 Icelanders. Alternatively, a variants effect
could be demonstrated by using other tactics, e.g. showing that the variant segregates with BC more
often than would be expected by chance and performing functional studies in cell-lines or animal
models.
It is important to keep in mind that although the decision to make use of frequency data from the
AGES-Reykjavik cohort provided us with the opportunity to screen for more variants than we
otherwise could have due to financial reasons, it also put limits on the study. The samples from the
AGES-Reykjavik cohort were genotyped by an exome-chip, which means that frequencies are only
available for recorded SNPs located in (or close to) exons. Therefore, previously unknown coding
SNPs, all indel variants and variants in non-coding regions were excluded from the analysis. The
decision to rely on function-prediction tools to assess the deleteriousness of variants is also a caveat,
since most such tools only predict the deleteriousness of missense variants, but place no assessment
on SNPs that introduce stop-codons (nonsense variants) or disrupt splice-sites. The variants that were
excluded because of these limits will be individually assessed as part of another ongoing project at the
Laboratory of Cell Biology.

5.4 Where are the variants causing the high risk of BC in the families
included in this study?
The GWL study by Arason et. al. indicated that there is no novel BRCA-like gene to be found in the
nine families incorporated in that study (51). The study did not eliminate the possibility of high-risk
mutations segregating within some or all of the families, but suggested that they would likely each be
confined to a single family and therefore missed by the GWL study due to lack of statistical power.
Another possibility is that the increased BC risk in some or all of the families incorporated in that study
is caused by polygenic inheritance. The results of the first part of this M.Sc. project do not exclude that
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a high-risk mutation is segregating within family a). Such a mutation might be identified e.g. by
lowering the CQ conditions or including variants that are present in both of the tumor samples that
were sequenced, since such a variant is unlikely to be a somatic event and was likely missed by the
WGS of the blood samples from the same individuals. However, based on the results of the first part
of the project, as well as on preliminary data from analyses of families b) through d) and studies that
have found that the majority of the missing heritability of BC is likely due to multiple variants with low
to moderate effects (53, 117), the focus in the second part of the project was set on identifying
variants with a moderate effect on risk that together could explain the increased risk of BC. Since no
such variants were identified in this project, it is natural to wonder how they might be identified. As
mentioned previously, all the variants that were screened for in the second part of the project were
missense variants in genes that have a role in DNA repair. The fact that all known moderate-risk BC
genes have a role in DNA repair could be due to ascertainment bias and does not exclude the
possibility of moderate-risk variants being identified in genes that don‘t have a role in DNA repair (12).
Therefore, although searching for moderate-risk variants in DNA repair genes is a logical first step,
variants in other genes should be interrogated in future analyses of the WGS data. It is plausible that
rare non-truncating variants, such as missense variants, play a part in BC susceptibility (12). High-risk
missense variants have been identified in BRCA1 and BRCA2, and there is good evidence of
missense variants in several other genes, such as ATM and CHEK2, that confer an increased risk of
BC (49, 118). Even so, LOF variants are more likely to have a large effect on protein function than
missense variants (49) and therefore such variants should be included in future analyses of these
families. The strict CQ conditions are another factor that could have caused us to miss causal
variants. Since control frequency from the AGES-Reykjavik cohort was only available for reported
variants, the CQ conditions could have been left at the default setting of 20, without the risk of
screening for variants that were errors in the WGS.
Taking the above factors into account, work has started on a new analysis of the WGS data. The
focus is still on variants in DNA repair genes and LOF variants are given priority. Predicted deleterious
missense variants for which frequency from AGES-Reykjavik was not available, variants in promoter
regions (as predicted by RegulomeDB: http://regulomedb.org/) and variants in binding sites of known
BC tumor-suppressing miRNAs (119) are also given priority. The study is ongoing and the hope to find
additional genetic factors that explain high BC risk in Icelandic non-BRCA1 and BRCA2 families is still
present.
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6 Conclusions
In the first part of this project, analysis of WGS data from an Icelandic HBC family (figure 1a) identified
twenty-four loss-of-function (LOF) and miRNA binding site variants. Following validation and further
assessment of the variants, five were considered candidate high-risk mutations and were screened for
in a series of unselected BC cases and controls. The results of the screening revealed that none of the
variants confer a significantly increased risk of BC, although it cannot be ruled out that one of the
candidate variants, TRMT44 c.1928-2_1929delAGAG, is a very rare predisposing variant. In the
second part of the project, analysis of WGS data from four Icelandic HBC families (figure 1a-d) with a
focus on exonic variants in DNA repair genes revealed 15 candidate moderate-risk variants. Thirteen
of the candidate variants were successfully screened for in a series of unselected BC samples. The
frequencies of the variants were compared to their control frequencies from AGES-Reykjavik, which
revealed that none of them are likely to increase the risk of BC.
The pattern of BC cases in the family analyzed in the first part of the project suggests segregation
of a high-risk mutation, and therefore the aim was to identify such a mutation. However, given that no
high-risk mutation was missed in the first part of the project, the results indicate that the BC clustering
in this family is more likely to be caused by the conjoined effects of two or more low- to moderate-risk
variants. Taking the results of the first part of the project into account, WGS data from three additional
families (which are also suggestive of segregating a high-risk genetic factor) were added to the
analysis in the second part of the project. These three families had been previously studied in a
genome-wide linkage (GWL) study, in which no evidence was revealed of a mutual high-risk mutation
segregating within them. There is a possibility that the GWL study missed a high-risk locus due to lack
of statistical power, but subsequent analyses have not been successful in identifying high-risk
mutations within the families. Although the possibility of individual high-risk mutations segregating
within the families has not been ruled out, all four families were analyzed together in the second part
of the project with the aim of identifying variants of moderate-risk that contribute in a polygenic fashion
to the increase in BC risk seen in the families. The analysis was limited to exonic variants in DNA
repair genes and did not reveal any predisposing variants.
The use of control frequencies from the IHA and online function-prediction tools placed several
limits on the study, e.g. because frequencies were only available for recorded exonic SNPs and the
tools only assess missense variants. Further analyses are needed, and the next immediate step is to
study variants in DNA repair genes for which frequency from AGES-Reykjavik was not available or
were not assessed by function-prediction tools. These include LOF variants, predicted deleterious
missense variants, variants located in promoter regions and variants located in binding sites of known
BC tumor-suppressing miRNAs.
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Supplementary data
Table S1: Sequences of primers used for Sanger-sequencing. Names of the genes harboring the
variants and primer annealing temperatures are also listed.
Gene
TRMT44

Sequence 5’ 3’
F: TCGTGCTGGAGTGCATAACG
R: ACTCCGTACCTTGGAACACC
ZNF534
F: GTCTTCAGTCGGAATTCACG
R: TGACCTCATGATCCACCTGC
ZNF488
F: ATCGGCTGAAAACAGATGGC
R: TGCTCTCCACGTGTCTTCG
PRIM2
F: AGCAGCACTTTCTTATGGTG
R: TTGTCTGGATCCATCTTTCC
CHST15
F: TCTGTTCCTATGCTGAAACG
R: TCCATGAGAAAGTGACAGAAGC
GPR27
F: GCTGTGCAAGATGTTCTACG
R: CCTCCCTCATAAACCAATGC
CCDC48
F: CTCTGTGGGTGAAGGTGAGC
R: AGCTGTCAGTGGTTGGGCTG
MEX3B
F: CACTTGGATGGTGGTCTGC
R: GTAAAATCAAAGCGCTGCGG
KRTAP10-12
F: CCGTGTCAACAGTCCTGCTG
R: GACTCATAGTGCCCAGTGG
COPZ2
F: AGTTCTGAGTTGGCTGCT
R: AGAACGAGCAAGAGGACG
MTMR3
F: TGTACAGAGTGACAGATTTGG
R: CGGAAGAAACAAGCCATCC
GID8
F: GCTTTCTGTTAGCTTAGGCAG
R: ACGCCCCAAAGACAAAAGG
DICER1
F: AATATGAGACACCTCTGCTC
R: GACTTGTAGGCACTCTTCAC
STAC2
F: AGAGACACAGAGCAGATGG
R: AAACACAGACCCTCGTACC
SLC9A3R2
F: CCTGTGGCAGCAAGATAGG
R: CGGGGAGGAAATGGTTTGC
INMT
F: GAACAGCTCCTACACAGTCC
R: GTTAGACAGTATCCATTCCTCAC
TROAP
F: CTCTAAATGGAGGCTCTTCTCTG
R: TACTTCAAGCTGTTCCTGGAGG
ASPSCR1
F: AGACATCCTGGGACAGTGCT
R: AAGCGTGTTCTCTGCTCTGG
HOXA5
F: CAAGTCACCTCTACAACAGC
R: GATCTGCTTTCTGTTCATCTC
DLG2
F: CTTCCTTCATACTGCAATGTC
R: CATCTGGATTCCCTCAAAGG
MAPK1IP1L
F: TGCTGGTTTCACTATTAGAGG
R: ATTTGCCAATGAAGTTGCAG
DCAF7
F: TCAGAGTGTAGTGTTGGTGG
R: CTCAACACAACGCCTGAC
MYT1
F: GTGGTGGCCCTATCTGTGTG
R: AAGATGCCACTCACACCACC
PPP6R1
F: ACTTGGCAACAGGGCTGG
R: AAGGTTGCCACCCACGTG
F: Forward primer. R: Reverse primer. Asterisk (*): Betaine was
performed inadequately.
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Annealing temperature (°C)
55
55
58*
55
55*
55*
55*
55
58*
x
x
55*
55
55*
x
64*
64*
x
64*
58*
58*
64*
x
x
used in the PCR reaction. X: Primers

Table S2: Sequences of primers used for fragment analysis. Names of the genes harboring the
variants, primer annealing temperatures and the length of the generated fragments are also
listed.
Gene

Sequence 5’ 3’

Annealing
temperature (°C)
55

TRMT44

Length of
fragment
153

F: FAM-TCGTGCTGGAGTGCATAACG
R: AGCTCGTTGGCTACTTCTGC
ZNF534 F: FAM-ACTGGAGTGAAGCCTTACAG
62
188
R: TGACCTCATGATCCACCTGC
ZNF488 F: FAM-GCGACTTAGCGAACCTGAGC
58*
189
R: TGCTCTCCACGTGTCTTCG
GID8
F: FAM-TCATGTGTGAGGGCATTGAG
55*
274
R: ACGCCCCAAAGACAAAAGG
F: Forward primer. R: Reverse primer. Asterisk (*): Betaine was used in the PCR reaction.
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